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Celebrating the
Past and Planning
For the Future
I

n my previous Chairman’s columns I have based each one on
a specific theme and this one is no different. My theme on
this occasion is ‘longevity and sustainability’, and is prompted
by the fact that on 19 October, 2021, the Institute will be 80 years
old. Longevity indeed!
It was on that date in 1941, that a group of like-minded
practitioners met at the Waldorf Hotel in London and formed the
Institute of Estimators, Planning and Time Study Engineers. Since
then, our Institute has gone through a series of mergers and name
changes (no fewer than 17 – see figure on page 5), until in 1978
we settled on the name, The Institute of Management Services.
Although not present at the inaugural meeting (only joking!)
I have nevertheless been a member for more than 50 years,
having initially joined the Institute of Work Study Practitioners
in 1970. Sustainability indeed! I have obviously witnessed many
changes during those 50 odd years, but one thing that hasn’t
changed, is the need to improve productivity.
I am sure that many of you will recall your first exposure to
the productivity profession and finding out about the various
techniques used to measure work. Not only that, but there
were methodologies and processes that you could apply, such
as SREDIM (select, record, examine, develop, install/implement
and maintain), to improve the way things are done. Amazing!
My personal recollection of those early days, was that it was like
becoming a member of the Magic Circle and learning about the
secrets and mysteries of the craft.
I also recall the first significant quote that resonated with
me at that time which came from Sir John Harvey-Jones who
said, “I know from my own training in work study that there is
no question that it gives the finest introduction to business life
one could possibly have, and the habits and the way you look
at things never leave you. It does instil in one all the things that
make for a successful manager. If we could wave a magic wand
and change the standards of management in Britain overnight,
nothing would improve the country more”. I would echo Sir
John’s remarks.
Personally, there are two specific habits that have stuck
with me over these many years. The first, is ‘utilisation’ – any
resources that I have at my disposal I will utilise to the ‘Nth’
degree, and the second, is ‘unit cost’ – I break everything down
to unit cost. This latter habit I apply all the time, much to the
consternation of my wife. She buys a box of chocolates for £10,
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there are 10 chocs in the box, I will automatically say, “that’s £1
a choc” – dreadful I know!
Anyway, longevity and sustainability is my theme, and of
course myself and my colleagues on Council are indebted to
those who have come before us and have kept the Institute
and its productivity message at the fore. ’Achieving excellence
through people and productivity’ is the strapline which
features at the top of our quarterly, and highly acclaimed
Journal, Management Services. This, in conjunction with our
newsletters and the website, helps us to keep Institute members
advised of developments, as well as continuing to reinforce the
productivity message to the outside world.
In terms of my theme, there is perhaps no better example of
longevity and sustainability than that of one of my colleagues
on Council, Mr David Blanchflower. David has been a member
of the Institute’s Council of Management for some 47 years. An
absolute stalwart of the Institute, he has held every position on
Council including that of Chairman (not easy, I can assure you).
He has been the Institute Treasurer for the past 20 years and a
testimony of his stewardship is reflected in our balance sheet,
which is the envy of many of the other professional Institutes.
Longevity and sustainability indeed. Thank you David!
Of course over the last 80 years there have been many highs
and lows. Even our membership has changed significantly over
that period, from a high in the 1970s to our current membership
level. Currently, membership is now well on the way up as
demand for training is increasing and the new members who
join are having an impact on our membership age profile which
is no longer skewed to the top end of the distribution curve.
This will help contribute to our longevity and sustainability.
Our principal training provider (Scott-Grant) continues to
see an upturn in demand for training and has reported that
the recent changes to the IMS Certificate (IMS Measurement
Practitioner and IMS Productivity Analyst) to reflect the current
market, have been very well received. They also anticipate that
this demand will increase further as we continue to emerge
from lockdown, so the future for the Institute is bright. As to
whether we will last another 80 years (which would take us
to 2101) might be questionable. What is not questionable,
however, is that the need to improve productivity will still be
critical, and probably even more so, in the years to come!
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Institute News
Our principal training provider
has reported that the recent
changes to the IMS Certificate
(IMS Measurement Practitioner
and IMS Productivity Analyst)
have been very well received.

Institute of
Management Services
80th Anniversary (1941-2021)

Over the years there have been no fewer than 17 organisations
for professional practitioners, starting with the Institute of
Estimators, Planning and Time Study Engineers which was
formed in the Waldorf Hotel, London, on 19 October 1941.
1941
1942

Institute of Estimators, Planning and Time Study
Engineers
Institute of Economic Engineering
Production and Control Research Group

1943

Shaw Society

1944

Motion Study Society

1945

Motion Society of Great Britain
Institute of Industrial Technicians

1946

*Institute of Economic Engineering

1953

*Society of Industrial Engineers

1954

Work Study Society

1958

*Work Study Society

1960

*Institute of Incorporated Work Study
Technologists
Institute of Work Study

1962

Organisation and Methods Society

1964

*Institute of Work Study Practitioners

1975

*Institute of Practitioners in Work Study
Organisation and Methods

1978

*Institute of Management Services

2021

*Institute of Management Services

*Mergers and Name Changes
Dr Andrew Muir, Chairman
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Scottish Region
2021 Adam Smith Lecture, 11 June 2021
Celebrating its 40th anniversary, this year’s Adam Smith Lecture
was held on 11 June as a virtual meeting, with the keynote
presentation, ‘Markets, Morals and Mercy’ delivered by Henrietta
Fore, Executive Director, UNICEF.
The Rt Hon Gordon Brown, former Prime Minister, formally
introduced the event and eminent speakers included Mervyn
King, former Governor of the Bank of England; Kofi Anan, former
Secretary-General of the UN; and Alan Greenspan, former Chair
of the Federal Reserve.
Henrietta Fore said that it was an honour to be invited to deliver
the lecture, and that she had first encountered Adam Smith whilst
studying economics as a student. She covered a range of Smith’s
ideas and made reference to how he, along with others, such as
David Hume and Francis Hutcheson, had encouraged ‘freedom of
thought’ during the period known as the Scottish Enlightenment.
Adam Smith, she said, had identified the concept of the ‘supply
chain’ before it was ever known as the supply chain and described
Smith’s example of a woollen coat – from the shepherd that
tended and sheared the sheep, the spinners that spun the thread,
the weavers that wove the cloth and the sewers that made-up
the coat. She then referred to the impact of COVID on the global
distribution systems.
Henrietta gave a number of examples on the plight of children
throughout the world and the work that UNICEF is doing to
alleviate that plight. She outlined several specific initiatives and
referred to ‘Giga’ (a global initiative to connect every school to
the internet and every young person to information, opportunity
and choice). She also described a number of examples where
technology is being applied: Drones being used to deliver medicines
and supplies to remote villages and islands; solar energy to power
equipment; and satellite data to monitor migration and so on.
She also made reference to ‘Generation Unlimited’ (an initiative
that brings together partners from government, multilateral
organisations, civil society, the private sector and young people
throughout the world). This global multi-sector partnership is
designed to meet the urgent need to expand education, training
and employment opportunities for young people aged between 10
and 24 years, on an unprecedented scale.
In terms of COVID, she said that the developed countries must
help those in the developing world with the roll-out of vaccines
and that UNICEF is a key player in this. No one is safe until everyone
is safe! she said.
She also stressed that child labour was increasing around the
world and this was another critical area that UNICEF is continuing
to address.
The closing remarks and vote of thanks were delivered by
Michael Levack, Chairman of the Adam Smith Global Foundation.
He thanked Henrietta for an extremely interesting and insightful
presentation, and outlined the various initiatives currently being
undertaken by the foundation, adding that preparations were
already underway to mark the 300th anniversary of Adam Smith’s
birth in 2023.
Dr Andrew Muir
Scottish Region Secretary
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Institute News

The
Institute’s
CPD Programme

I

f Institute members are seeking to enhance their career
prospects, they should consider continuing professional
development (CPD) which is used by many professionals
to develop new skills and knowledge throughout their career.
CPD has become crucial in terms of career progression.
CPD is a proactive and conscious form of learning which uses
various methods to help individuals either learn new skills or
develop existing ones.
As the name suggests, it is an ongoing learning process. It is
also a self-driven form of learning, with the individual deciding
their own additional training needs. Participation in CPD offers
numerous benefits to both the individual and their employer.
For you as a professional, it helps to ensure your skills and
knowledge are up to date, and the professional standard of
your Institute registrations and qualifications are maintained.
For your employer, it ensures that the company standards are
both high and consistent.
Your employer will see that you are actively dedicated to
the job role and value your commitment to the role. Whether
you’re looking for a promotion, or you’re hoping to gain
employment with a prestigious company, CPD can really help.
It enables you to stand out from the crowd, with research
showing that those who have undertaken CPD, have a
significantly higher chance of gaining a promotion or moving
on to a different area within their chosen field. Practically
anything which can further your knowledge and skills is
classed as CPD.
Details of the Institute’s continuing professional
development (CPD) programme can be found on the website
www.ims-productivity.com by clicking on the home page
‘Education’ tab then clicking on CPD tab on drop down menu.

News
Flash
The Institute qualifications have been
re-named. The four week IMS Certificate
is now called the IMS Productivity Analyst
qualification. Also anyone successfully
completing Modules 1 and 2 will be
awarded the IMS Measurement Practitioner.
Read more on page 8.

IMS AGM 2021
This year’s Annual General Meeting will be held on
Friday 8 October at 10.30am. Members wishing to
take part in the meeting are invited to request the
virtual meeting access code by emailing admin@
ims-productivity.com by Friday 1 October. For more
information, please read the official notice on page 47.

Institute Reminder
Institute members are reminded that during the
Coronavirus pandemic, the Institute took the
decision to close its Lichfield office and it will
remain closed as we move into Autumn 2021.
Members may still contact the Institute by either
email at admin@ims-productivity.com or by
telephone on 07917 031 866.

Learn how to improve productivity
We offer a range of courses to study productivity improvement and work measurement
•
•
•
•
•
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IMS Measurement Practitioner qualification: Time Study, MOST® or Activity Sampling
IMS Productivity Analyst qualification
The MOST® technique and re-certification
Performance Rating clinics, including remotely managed
Appreciation courses and Lean techniques

Check out the details in www.scott-grant.co.uk/study-productivity
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Book Reviews
Title: Leading at a Distance –
Practical Lessons for Virtual
Success
Author: James M Citrin &
Darleen Derosa
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons
(June 2021)
ISBN- 10: 1119782449
Pages: 240

T

he COVID pandemic has
changed the way we
work and Leading at
a Distance provides us with a
helpful insight on how to stay
connected, build trust, lead teams and bring about innovation in
a virtual world.
The book is a hands-on toolkit filled with practical examples
and insights gained from experience at many of the world’s well
known organisations. James Citrin leads Spencer Stuart’s North
American practice and has 25 years’ experience with the firm.
Darleen Derosa is a consultant with the same firm having 15
years’ experience with talent management, virtual teams and
leadership development.
Already, the shift towards large-scale virtual work has started,
and will continue to grow and become a permanent fixture
of business life. It is estimated that 30% of the workforce will
eventually be working virtually. In order to ensure that virtual
working is both effective and productive, it is essential that
business leaders fully understand how to build virtual work
environments that foster connected, engaged and highperforming teams. Although some forward-thinking companies
and not-for-profit organisations have made significant
investments in technology and virtual collaboration, many
others have simply joined the ‘Zoom culture’ without fully
appreciating what it takes to operate effectively at a distance on
a sustained basis.
This book aims to provide business leaders with the
knowledge and understanding to ensure that their company
fully understands the technical and human needs, which will
guarantee that they implement the best and most appropriate
practices to ensure efficient and productive working that also
caters for and enhances the employees work life balance.
With its deep research basis and compelling insights, Leading
at a Distance brings to life with meaningful examples, the
requirements relating to the changes necessary if virtual
innovation is to enhance companies’ working practices.
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Title: Diversity Intelligence:
How to Create a Culture of
Inclusion for your Business
Author: Heidi R. Andersen
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons
(August 2021)
ISBN- 10:1119798884
Pages: 256

C

ompanies from around
the world are doing
their best to achieve
greater levels of diversity in
senior leadership positions.
However, their efforts are
frequently unsuccessful, meeting widespread cultural resistance
and pushback. Only a few firms create lasting change in the
makeup of their boards and executive leadership. This book
aims to explain what sets these successful firms apart from
their less successful counterparts.
Diversity Intelligence provides readers with a roadmap
to achieving impactful change in the areas of diversity and
inclusion. Offering a step-by-step guide to creating a culture of
inclusion, author Heidi R Andersen explores the why, what and
how of successful diversity initiatives.
The reader will learn about the overwhelming business case
for creating a more diverse and inclusive environment at their
company and how those who fail to do so suffer consequences
to profitability. You will also discover the steps to take, and
the ones to avoid, in order to emulate the most successful
changemakers around the world.
For a company to be competitive, everyone who works for
that company must make their best contribution. This book will
assist the reader to recognise the importance of inclusion and
diversity in recruiting and retaining the skills and talents that
will enable the company to prosper.
The book explores the theme that diversity without inclusion
will not help the company, as people need to feel that the
company environment is inclusive, with colleagues feeling
valued and respected. It is full of practical examples and
guidance that will enhance the reader’s knowledge on diversity
and inclusion.
Diversity Intelligence is a must-read resource for company
owners and senior employees, and anyone who wishes to make
a difference in one of the most important and fraught areas of
people management.
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Such a
Positive Reaction
Since the announcement in May this year that the Institute
qualifications had been re-named, there has been an extremely positive
reaction among Institute members and organisations generally.

S

cott-Grant Limited is the principal approved
training provider of the IMS. Based in Manchester,
they run open course modules frequently
throughout the year and also deliver many in-company
courses. They are contacting every business or
organisation who had delegates booked on any of the
IMS modules, to explain about the change in the names
of the qualifications.
Now, anyone successfully completing Modules 1 and
2 will be awarded the IMS Measurement Practitioner
in the work measurement option they choose: Time
Study, MOST® or Activity Sampling. And when students
complete all four modules – and pass the exams – they
are awarded the IMS Productivity Analyst qualification,
formerly the IMS Certificate.
“We have had a 100% positive reaction to the name
changes,” said Richard Taylor, Scott-Grant’s Managing
Director. “Businesses still see them as the international
productivity qualifications they always have been but now
with more easily identifiable names. We have not met any

resistance, rather total acceptance – and definite interest in
having employees study to attain them.”

The First Delegates
The first group of delegates to complete the four week course
of study for the new IMS Productivity Analyst, formerly the IMS
Certificate, was from Clipper Logistics plc. Eight people from
various sites across the UK had been selected by their company
to study for the Institute qualifications, as part of an initiative to
introduce a software system that would help them become more
efficient and better manage workforce performance. Clipper
Logistics offer reverse logistics for consumer electronics retailers
and manufacturers so that they can effectively handle the
return, repair, refurbishment and re-selling of stock.
Their original plans to begin the course in 2020 were
delayed because of the COVID lockdowns and indeed they
began Module 1 in March this year with Scott-Grant as a
remotely managed course. This has been an option offered
by Scott-Grant for over two years, initially for overseas
customers, using various virtual meeting software options.

IMS Productivity Analyst
Module 2a

using Time Study

Module 1

Module 2b
using MOST®

Module 3

Module 4

Module 2c
using Activity
Sampling

Module 1

Productivity
Foundation

8

Module 2

Measurement
Practitioner

Module 3

Improving Methods
and Processes

Module 4

Developing a Lean
Environment
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These are the first IMS
Measurement Practitioner
and IMS Productivity
Analyst certificates to
be issued, so it was a
landmark achievement for
the eight students.
The remotely managed course delivery worked well for the
Clipper Logistics’ delegates but they were all happy to go to
the recently updated training centre in Manchester for the
remaining three modules. As Clipper were the only delegates
on the course, it was essentially an in-company course run in
two separate rooms. Each was seated at an individual desk
in a safe and sanitised setting, where there is an individual
temperature device on entry − all in line with government
requirements for delegate and instructor peace of mind.
Scott-Grant Senior Instructors Steve Heathcote and Ian
Winstanley delivered the course simultaneously in adjacent
training rooms. The pictures were taken shortly after the
delegates had completed their final examination in mid May.
Little did they know that every one of them had passed, with
some very good results. “They were all very enthusiastic”,
said Steve Heathcote, “eager to learn and with very good
attitudes.”

A Landmark Achievement
These are the first IMS Measurement Practitioner and IMS
Productivity Analyst certificates to be issued, so it was a
landmark achievement for the eight students. Their company
is planning to present them with their certificates. Each will
be Associate Members of the IMS and Life Members too – and
now can add the letters AMS after their name.
A spokesman from Clipper Logistics said, “We are delighted
with the success and enthusiasm of our first eight people
to attain these productivity qualifications. We are planning
to select more to attend and to see the effectiveness of the
application of their practical knowledge in our business, with
the help of Scott-Grant.”
“Our training courses are in full flow” said Richard Taylor,
“as we deliver them in our training centre in Manchester and
in-company at other suitable locations. For over two years we
have been running Remotely Managed courses for overseas
customers, using various virtual meeting software options.
During 2020 we began to extend this option to UK businesses
to address the need to renew the annual Performance
Rating certification for work measurement analysts and for
various short courses, such as Lean and other productivity
principles. When courses are fully booked, we look to run
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Delegates from Clipper Logistics complete their four week
course of study with Senior Instructors Steve Heathcote (left
of top image) and Ian Winstanley (right of above image).

extra courses, where possible, for more capacity. I believe we
can confidently find a way to deliver effectively our range of
training courses in overseas and UK locations.
“The IMS qualifications are attractive to every business
sector. They provide a great grounding in a range of
productivity tools, techniques and principles. Our delegates
are always so enthused to get back to their workplace and
apply what they’ve learnt, to measure, to review, to challenge
and to improve methods and processes. The IMS Productivity
Analyst qualification is the ideal starting point for all
productivity professionals.”
Scott-Grant also runs a number of productivity appreciation
courses that they can tailor to the needs of an organisation.
These enable managers or supervisors to understand the kind
of data that can be produced by a qualified analyst and how
it can help them in more strategic decision making.
“We are surprised with the very wide range of businesses
and organisations, including new customers, that are pursuing
productivity projects and training to help them recover, adapt
and progress with their new market challenges” Richard
added. “I don’t think there is one industry that can afford
to ignore the need to reduce costs, increase capacity and/or
improve response on an ongoing basis.”
If readers have any queries about the productivity
qualifications, please send an email to productivity@
scott-grant.co.uk or call +44 (0)161 234 2121.
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Productivity News
The Effect of Electromobility
on Electricity Generation

A

recent report by McKinsey indicates that eight million
electric vehicles (EVs) could be on the roads in Germany
by 2030. Investing in fast-charging stations and
managed charging will be key to upgrading the electricity
supply infrastructure.
With a share of almost 20%, the global transport sector is
the third-largest contributor to CO2 emissions after electricity
generation and industry. Despite vast improvements in the
energy efficiency of vehicles, greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions
in the sector have more than doubled since 1970. In Germany,
for example, there were 71% more trucks and 31% more cars
on the road in 2019 than 30 years earlier, and a trend toward
larger, heavier, and more powerful vehicles, offsets gains in
energy efficiency. In fact, 95% of new vehicles in 2019 still
used petrol or diesel.
As Europe’s largest national economy, Germany can play
a significant role in reducing emissions. In accordance with
the Paris Agreement, which aims to limit global warming to

1.5 degrees Celsius and achieve climate neutrality by midcentury, Germany has committed to reducing CO2 emissions
by 55% by 2030. While the country has made a solid start,
current reductions will clearly not be enough. By 2030,
emissions from the transport sector in Germany must be
reduced by 42% to 44%.
Supplying adequate electricity for the future fleet of EVs
will rely on the collaboration and cooperation of several
stakeholders, including utilities, policymakers and regulators,
plus EV-charging companies. It is crucial to understand
how increased electromobility will affect average and peak
electricity loads in the coming years. Grid operators will
need to upgrade infrastructure, including distribution lines,
residential substations, and transformers and switchgear.
Managed charging programmes and accurate planning can
smooth loads over time, saving billions in investment needs for
infrastructure extensions.
The full report can be seen at https://mck.co/37QYZDC

Critical Supply Chains: The Semiconductor Shortage

A

report from HIS Markit into the security of critical
supply chains was recently published. A key
vulnerability identified is the semiconductor ‘famine’
that, since December 2020, has disrupted the recovery of
several industrial sectors and highlighted the complexity
and strategic importance of the supply chains for these
microchips.
Fears over the semiconductor shortage are not trivial: IHS
Markit Purchasing Managers’ Indices (PMI) show that by April
2021, delays to suppliers’ deliveries of semiconductor inputs
were longer than after the 2008-09 global financial crisis, and
almost as long as in March-April 2020, when major economies
were entering COVID-related lockdowns. The sectors that
registered sharp and unanticipated surges in demand during
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lockdown – automobiles and parts, household goods, and
technology equipment – were worst affected.
Delays have lengthened as prices have increased, indicating
that semiconductor input manufacturers are operating at or
near full capacity. Historically, output has grown in response
to longer delays. This is seen in the correlation of monthly
PMI data from 2009 to 2021 for the three worst-affected
sectors; automobile, household good and technology. The
correlation breaks once delivery times lengthen above the
PMI survey’s long-term average. Further short-term price rises
are highly likely. If there was spare capacity, delivery times to
these sectors would not have risen.
The full HIS Markit report can be seen at https://bit.ly/2XqJekV
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Productivity News

Improving Construction
Industry Productivity

I

mproving productivity is an ongoing challenge for
construction businesses all over the world. Though the
construction industry is one of the leaders in the world’s
economy, it lacks when it comes to productivity.
According to a report by ResearchAndMarkets.com, the
worldwide construction industry is projected to reach an
estimated $10.5 trillion by the year 2023, growing at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 4.2% from 2018
to 2023. Due to the increasing urbanisation in many countries
around the globe, business is flourishing for the construction
industry. However, to fully embrace such immense growth and
demand, the industry needs to solve its biggest problem, which
is related to productivity and complex business operations.
Despite having huge demand and scope, the construction
industry has always performed inadequately, as per research
by McKinsey. It represents 13% of the global GDP but has
experienced a productivity growth of only 1% per year for the
last 20 years.
It might be an overwhelming situation, but it is not impossible
for construction businesses to find solutions. Even small
improvements in the way this industry works can create major
benefits for all the stakeholders. By streamlining operations
using emerging tools and technologies, construction businesses
can reduce required efforts and increase productivity.

When working on a construction project, it is crucial to plan
everything to stay organised and drive desired results. If the
construction team is well organised and understands the project
requirements, it will ensure time delays are reduced and overall
costs are reduced, so ensuring higher levels of productivity.
ResearchAndMarkets.com

DHL Express Maximises Productivity

D

HL Express, the world’s leading provider of international
express shipping services, is implementing sortation
robots to increase productivity and service quality at
the company’s service centres. This is one of many digitalisation
investments that DHL is making as it implements productivityenhancing technologies to handle increasing shipment
volumes, while maintaining the highest service standards for its
customers.
For one of its first implementations, DHL Express partnered
with Dorabot, an AI-powered robotic solution provider for
logistics, express delivery and smart manufacturing. In June
2020, DHL deployed its first AI-powered robotics arm for
sortation at one of its service centres based in Miami, where

courier pickup and delivery stops increased by 30% as the result
of pandemic-related e-commerce growth. After the Dorabot
was implemented as part of a pilot project, the Miami facility
was able to sort 35% more packages per hour. Two robots are
now deployed alongside an individual sorting belt, each capable
of sorting over 1000 small parcels per hour.
“By using robotics at our Miami facility to automate, and
in some cases eliminate, time-consuming tasks, it frees up our
operations staff for more value-adding tasks,” said Richard
Saavedra, VP and General Manager at DHL Express (Southeast).
The application has demonstrated success and paves the way
for additional implementations as a way forward in our current
environment.”

Do you need help to improve your productivity?
We supply qualified Industrial engineers, productivity analysts,

From us you get accurate time standards, reliable information,

MOST® practitioners, Lean specialists.

practical help, specialist advice and involvement.

People on contract to supplement your teams, people to undertake
or manage productivity projects or to structure MOST® data.
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Productivity News

How Businesses
Risk a Post-Pandemic
Talent Drain

A

recent survey by Personio which surveyed 500 Human
Resource (HR) decision makers and 2000 employees
in the UK and Ireland, found that over the past year,
many businesses have been in crisis mode. And, for some, the
focus on firefighting had caused other areas, such as their
people strategy, to fall by the wayside.
But as always, negligence comes at a cost; businesses that
have not prioritised their people during the pandemic could
be sleepwalking towards a talent exodus, damaged employer
brand and falling productivity. Accordingly, the detrimental
impact this will inevitably have on business performance will
not become apparent until it is too late.
When Personio completed its extensive survey, the
company explored the cost of poor people strategy during
the pandemic by conducting economic analysis based on
their findings and other publicly available information.
The survey reviewed the impact of productivity losses, staff
attrition and the impact of these on business performance
– demonstrating the value of a strategic HR function in
boosting a business’s viability and profitability.
The full report can be seen at https://bit.ly/3ALDHEa

How to Improve Productivity in an
Inclusive Way in the Post-COVID World

T

he International Monetary Fund (IMF) has released the
report Boosting productivity in the aftermath of COVID,
analysing the opportunities and challenges from the
economic changes produced by the pandemic, focusing on
the consequences of incremental digitalisation in productivity,
human capital and market competition, and providing policy
recommendations to enhance productivity and inclusiveness in
the post-COVID world.

Main Highlights of the Report
Digitalisation propelled by investment in intangibles could boost
productivity. Digitalisation of the economy and companies has
mitigated productivity losses caused by mobility restrictions during
the pandemic and could boost productivity in the future. According
to the IMF’s estimates ‘a 10% rise in intangible investment is
associated with about a 4.5% rise in labour productivity’.
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Inefficient reallocation of resources: Higher productivity due
to reallocation of capital and labour resources towards more
digitised firms could be delayed by unprecedented ‘public
support to help protect jobs and livelihoods which could keep
resources in less productive firms’, creating ‘zombie firms’.
Human capital: The next generation will be impacted by school
closures and the current labour force will need new skills as
some jobs may never come back or will require reskilling and
upskilling efforts.
Concentration of intangible investments in a few large
firms, raising their market power, could harm innovation and
productivity in the long-term. In fact, ‘in those sectors that have
benefited most from the crisis, like digital services, alreadydominant firms have performed better’.
The full IMF report can be seen at: https://www.imf.org/
external/np/g20/pdf/2021/061021.pdf
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Recognising Opportunities
for Recovery

Dr David Floyd and Moosa Iyad Ibrahim analyse the most important
sectors in supporting the early stages of post-pandemic recovery.

T

he pandemic has affected major businesses across the
globe and has resulted in a huge drop in foreign direct
investment (FDI), from US$1.5 trillion dollars to an
estimated US$859 billion as of 24 January 2020 (UNCTAD, 2021).
This the lowest recorded level of investment since the 1990s and
it’s been reported that overall investment is down by 30% from
the previous year (UNCTAD, 2021). It is thought that FDI could
play an important role in supporting global economic recovery
(OECD, 2020), although it has also been reported that global FDI
will still remain down in 2021 by 5-10%.
Global experts, however, claim that there are several key areas
that are more likely to recover quickly, including software and
IT, along with life sciences (Barklie, 2020). Other experts such
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as Robert Alster, Chief information officer for Close Brothers
Asset Management, have indicated that digital transformation is
definitely the sector to watch in 2021 (The Times, 2021). Deloitte
India has also reported that the pharmaceutical industry is
likely to see an increase in investment, as governments focus on
improving and expanding that sector both in India, as well as in
the West (Majumdar, 2021).
In this article, the authors examine these sectors in more
detail.

The Importance of the Digital Sector in
FDI Recovery
The pandemic elevated existing digital transformation as social
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distancing and isolation regulations have become the ‘new
normal’ (UNCTAD, 2021). Digital processes have become
entrenched within many industries along with information
and communication technology, and digital platforms have
been vital in the production, sales and delivery of businessto-business and business-to-consumer goods (United Nations,
2021). The importance of the digital sector can been seen in
cities such as London which has seen a 17% growth, while
cities like Paris saw a 34% increase, with an 8% growth in
regions nearby. Europe itself has experienced a 6% growth in
FDI across in the digital sectors (Teigland, Lhermitte and Bax,
2020). Furthermore, digital technology has helped keep the
majority of people in work in a number of countries as well as
supporting the provision of key services, including healthcare
and education.
There are several investment types in the digital sector
and the most common form is Brownfield. Dunning refers
to these choices of entry and integration investment choice
as the internationalisation process (Dunning 1993). A good
example of this type of investment was recently made by
Accenture when it acquired Swedish company Cygni, a fullstack development firm providing businesses with advanced
technical software services and technology (Accenture, 2021).
This increase in activity has encouraged investment agencies
to innovate their styles of promoting investment. Globally,
investment agencies have applied several elements to attract
and operate digital industries which have been boosted
by firms to enrich local economies and local workforces in
the digital sector (TFP Team, 2020). Developments in the
digital sectors have also brought change in countries like
Singapore, which has now started to encourage venture
capital, incubators, accelerators and thousands of new startups to use ‘digital offices’, pushing green financing along with
sustainable infrastructure development which in turn, could
attract more forms of investment. Fintech, one of the fastest
growing areas for venture capitalists, has also helped recovery.
Countries such as Australia have started expanding further
with Fintech, and many countries now see the potential in
establishing digital currencies and payment systems. As a
result, FDI in Fintech has reached record breaking levels, with a
total of 3472 investment deals worth US$55.3 billion (Finextra,
2021). On example of Fintech investment is a Manchester firm
Venditan partners, whose e-commerce platform is designed
to maximise sales and customer experience for independent
retailers (Whitear, 2020). Since the 1990s, the rise of the
digital economy has been largely to effect intra- and interfirms’ transactions utilising the latest technologies (Dunning
and Lundan, 2008). However, it has now been accelerated
with such services as e-books; the pandemic has help to boost
this market and huge growth has been predicted – US$6.93
billion during 2021-2025 (PR newswire, 2021). The online video
gaming industry has also contributed to across the board
recovery during the pandemic; global video gaming industry
revenues grew to US$179 billion in sales, with registration for
the mobile phone gaming market reaching US$87.7 (TRTworld,
2021).
Automation in car manufacturing is also a key area of
growth that can be seen. Companies such as Human Horizons
Technology in Shanghai, China, has created a new ‘smart
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Countries such as Australia have started expanding further
with Fintech and many countries now see potential for
establishing digital currencies and payment systems.
factory’ which utilises cutting-edge technology in electric
car manufacturing (Assembly, 2021). Invest India has created
its Business Immunity Platform online that shows investors
COVID-related developments on a daily basis, with information
shared on health and business-related responses from Indian
companies via webinars and business planning toolkits, and
replies to online inquiries from businesses (UNCTAD, 2020).
There have also been innovative developments in COVID
detector equipment. Digital platforms have managed to create
a format for investors to invest in other countries despite
the COVID restrictions. Furthermore, the technology market
is now 25% larger than its pre-pandemic level, according to
the Director of Carphone Warehouse. Recent data suggest
that there will be less retail on the high street and more
greenspace in the future, but that remains to be seen. Gap
and parts of Debenhams stores have moved to online sales
only. Additionally, the move to more online working from
home will also depend on government restrictions, as well as
potential profitability for the firm in the longer-term.
Although many online platforms have aided business
growth, there are also several other digital factors that can be
taken into account. Social media, including Facebook, China
Mobile International, MTN Global Connect, Saudi Telecom
Company and various other joint ventures, have installed
up to 37,000 subsea internet cables through Africa which
connect 16 countries to high speed internet (Dettoni, 2020).
These types of investment have led to several companies
to form joint ventures, also a form of FDI. Again, Dunning
refers to these choices of entry and integration investment
choice as the internationalisation process (Dunning 1993).
As such, companies like Flutterwave and PayPal collaborate
to allow African merchants to accept and make payments
post-pandemic and this facilitates 377 million PayPal accounts
globally. PayPal has announced that it would bring 300 million
PayPal users to Africa boosting business across the continent
(Kene-Okafor, 2021). Additionally, the digital payment giant
has also announced it will launch its electronic funds transfer
service Xoom in Cameroon, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Burundi,
Rwanda, Zambia, Mozambique, Madagascar and Zimbabwe
before it rolls it out across the whole continent (Thomas, 2020).
It is no secret that automation has accelerated due to COVID
and advances in technology have helped to reshape the
location, scale and nature of a new digital economy (Maister,
2020). The most significant growth in automation to date,
has been seen in food and is set to increase at a compound
annual growth rate of 9.5% from 2020 to reach US$29.4
billion by 2027 (Meticulous Research, 2021). Australia has
opened its world’s first beef boning automated R&D room
and MLA Donor Company (MDC) has invested around US$32.4
million over five years to digitalise the business (Food and
Drink International, 2019). Food manufacturer Tyson Foods
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Advances in technology have helped to
reshape very location, scale and nature of a
new digital economy and the most significant
growth in automation has been seen in food.

has invested US$500 million in automation, in order to protect
processing facilities from the present COVID conditions
(Duprey, 2020).

The Pharmaceutical Role in Helping Support
FDI Recovery
The Pharmaceutical industry has not traditionally been a high
ranked investment prospect but according to the Investment
Promotion Agency (IPA) now ranks as one of the most attractive
investments today. Generally the pharmaceutical industry is
experiencing a speeding up of the product life cycle and greater
expectations of innovation. There are also huge research and
development costs associated with trials and where much
government support is necessary. Lately, there has been an
increase in stock market value for some pharmaceutical firms –
low interest rates and government policy/financial support has
also encouraged investment in this sector.
FDI flows within the pharmaceutical sector depends on
individual countries’ capacity to respond to the pandemic with
overall stability (Leiva, 2020). One such country is the United
States, which boasts the world’s largest drug market, accounting
for almost half of R&D spending in the pharmaceutical and
biotechnology markets (Report Linker, 2021). As such, the US
has accelerated the investment in pharmaceutical companies,
particularly targeting the elderly by providing the efficient
delivery of medicines via better and more reliable delivery
routes (Report Linker, 2021). However, it is important to look
into the types of investment which is leading this growth. There
are several types of investment in the pharmaceutical sector and
one of the most common form is vertical FDI. There have been
several vertical FDI investments that have been made as of 2021
which helps recovery. One of the most prominent of this type
of investment was made by Takeda Pharma Japan which sold its
Consumer HealthCare Company to Blackstone, a leading global
investment business, investing capital on behalf of pension
funds, large institutions and individuals. (Takeda, 2021).
Johnson and Johnson made another significant investment
in the pharmaceutical industry by working with Koa Health,
collaborating in ground breaking research on the use of digital
cognitive behaviour therapy for treatment-resistant major
depressive disorder (Johnson and Johnson, 2020). This type of
investment is called Horizontal FDI.
Horizontal FDI is created when a multinational national
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The movement to more online working from home will
also depend on government restrictions, as well as
potential profitability for the firm in the longer-term.

enterprise enters a foreign country to produce similar products
(Shenkar and Luo, 2008). AstraZeneca, Pfizer, Moderna and
Johnson and Johnson are the main players from the West for
COVID vaccination, in addition to Sinovac from China and the
Russian Sputnik vaccine. Manufacturing of these is undertaken
in a variety of locations across the world, including India.
Major automotive manufacturers have also increased their
FDI investment because of the pharmaceutical sectors. The most
impressive investment was made by Toyota Tsusho and Toyota
Motors Corporation, which developed a refrigerated vehicle to
transport vaccines (B Medical System, 2021). This vehicle now
has been re-introduced under the name of LC87 in South Africa
and the model is available on a customer-order basis (Toyota,
2021). The pharmaceutical sector has also helped to boost FDI in
research and development centres (R&D). Asian countries such
as India and China, have recently increased their investments in
this sector and this activity is growing rapidly on a global scale.
US-Based Pharmaceutical giant Merck has confirmed that it will
build a new 220,000 sq ft ‘discovery research centre’ in London,
UK (Irwin-Hunt, 2020). The company has also planned to
construct a US$1.32 billion complex in north London that would
house 800 employees (Irwin-Hunt, 2020).
As well as contributing to the development of research
centres, pharmaceutical companies have invested further in
the manufacturing of medical products. This has boosted FDI
in certain countries with the least manufacturing capacity.
Novartis, a Swiss based multinational pharmaceutical company
signed an exclusive US$50 million worldwide licencing and
collaboration agreement with Australian regenerative
medicine company Mesoblast (Australian Trade and Investment
Commission, 2020). According to this agreement this would
allow Novartis to develop, manufacture and commercialise
Mesoblast, a treatment for acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS) (Australian Trade and Investment Commission, 2020). The
pharmaceutical sector is also well supported by the government
in many countries and the backlog of medical care that has
currently built up will also have an impact on investment for
many years post-COVID. Social care reform will also form part of
future healthcare plans.
The pharmaceutical sector in Western European countries is
also strong, accounting for 43.37% of FDI projects, followed
by North America having 28.32% and Asia pacific receiving
19.93% in investment (Lyttle, 2020). The healthcare sector now
accounts for 10 to 20% of the American economy and is also a
main driving force in the European economy, well supported
by large government spending on both healthcare provision
and research, see Floyd 2008. Expenditure by governments has
further increased during the pandemic and is likely to remain a
high priority in the future as recovery takes time and countries
will wish plan for future pandemics. There are also issues of
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variants, Long COVID and vaccination boosters. This sector is
further boosted by an aging population in many parts of the
world including both Europe and China.

Free Trade Agreements Help Boost the
Pharmaceutical FDI Industry
Free trade agreements and Covax should help accelerate the
global production of vaccines. One of the most significant
cases to be highlighted for free trade recently is the UK-Japan
Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement which plans
to boost trade to an estimated £15.2 billion (Rees, 2021).
Another case is molecular diagnostics market investments made
by multiple companies to develop certain types of technology
for medical use. Several companies have received investment
from other companies such bioMérieux SA France, along with
geneOmbio Technologies Pvt Ltd from India working together
to develop the technology (MarketandResearch, 2021).
In the UK, Brexit has led to a search for more trade deals:
India and the United Kingdom have recently come to an
agreement to create an ‘Enhanced Trade Partnership (ETP)
(Kupur, 2021). As a result, companies like London based ZNZ
pharma 2 has bought a 74% stake in Celon Laboratories in India
(Kumar, 2020). The World Trade Organization is also trying to
promote higher levels of free trade in the sector, though there
has been an unwillingness to collaborate in some countries due
to a more protectionist political environment.
Finally, there has been the use of third party manufacturing
during the pandemic. Companies such as AstraZeneca have
invested and received 10 million doses of vaccine manufactured
by the Serum Institute of India (The Economic Times India,
2021). The UK will also endeavour to foster collaborations with
European firms as it is still an associate member of the Horizon
programme.

GDP Recovery and Regions of Recovery.
In many cases, Asia has recovered more quickly than Western
countries due to lower case numbers. However, India has
recently been hard hit by COVID’s Delta variant, though growth
over the next year is still predicted to hit 8%. China has also
been recovering well; it been reported that in 2020, China
received the most FDI, with over US$163 billion inflow (Staff,
2021). China has now surpassed the US and this recovery has
been boosted because of the handling of pandemic resulting in
lower case numbers (Higgins, 2021). Its industrial output grew
by 35.1% in the first two months in of 2021 (BBC, 2021). So it
seems that the fastest growing regions are currently China and
Africa, as case numbers have been quite low, however this may
not continue if cases increase substantially, as there is limited
healthcare provision across many parts of the African continent.
There have also been some worrying signs in Indonesia. The
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US and Europe are now starting to recover, as restrictions are
slowly lifted and growth is well supported by the digital and
pharmaceutical sectors.

Conclusion
So far, recovery may take some time depending on vaccine
availability globally, herd immunity and the control of the
virus. In 2021 so fa,r there are several areas that are recovering
well, including information technology and the pharmaceutical
industry, which have boosted the FDI recovery in 2021. The
movement of businesses to online platforms has been much
advanced in the pandemic, though as recovery progresses, the
growth rate is set to slow. As recovery advances and the health
situation improves, other sectors are also starting to take off.
Sales on the high street and hospitality are improving in the
West; wages have gone up by 18% in hospitality and catering,
and 10% in retail in the UK according to The Sunday Times (13
June 2021). However, this is also leading to wage pressure and
higher levels of inflation, with the situation exacerbated due
to a skill shortage arising from Brexit, as well as the general
shortage of workers in the healthcare sector that also existed
pre-COVID. Growth forecasts have recently been revised
upwards to 8% in the UK for 2021. The unemployment rate
is down to 4.7% and more people are leaving furlough as the
scheme is winding down; the overall increase in unemployment
is not expected to be more than 1% after furlough comes to
an end, which is encouraging. Demand is further supported by
increased savings from previous lockdowns and the housing
market has been strong, partly due to reductions in stamp duty,
increased levels of borrowing and low interest rates. It will be
a while however, before sectors such as live entertainment and
aviation to begin the recovery process, and this will be an area
on which government may wish to focus in terms of continuing
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Expenditure by government
has further increased during
the pandemic and is likely to
remain a high priority in the
future as recovery takes time
and countries will wish to
plan for future pandemics.

forms of support. Hybrid working is also increasing in popularity.
Stop and start restrictions, supply chain issues and limited
customer numbers will also risk further job loss in the hospitality
sector for some time.
References are available for this article. Please email the Editor
at journal@ims-productivity.co.uk.
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Cultured Meat:
Opportunities and
Significant Challenges

Dr David Parker and Seone Lolesio.

W

ith the prediction that there will be two billion more
people by the year 2050, the consequences of not
taking action to mitigate the numerous challenges
are formidable, with a critical concern being how to feed the
growing population. The United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization estimates that about 815 million people of the 7.8
billion people currently in the world, or 10.5%, are suffering
from chronic undernourishment. With future population
growth, this situation will worsen. However, cultured meat, ie
in-vitro meat (or lab-meat) is a fast-developing source of meat,
supported by investment from financial backers such as Bill
Gates and Richard Branson. Cultured meat has advanced from
its proof of concept a few decades ago, to its current stage
of scaling-up to industrial production and retail distribution.
So, could this be the way forward in meat production? How
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is this in-vitro meat produced, and what is the underpinning
science? Furthermore, what will be the significant barriers to its
acceptance for public consumption?

Consequences of Livestock Farming
Meat consumption, derived from killing and processing animals,
has maintained its popularity over the ages. However, more
recently consumers have voiced growing concern over some
consequences of meat consumption and its production. For
example, meat-related illnesses, such as cardiovascular disease
and diabetes – now responsible for a third of global mortality
– associated with animal fats. Additionally, pathogens found in
meats, such as Salmonella, Campylobacter, pathogenic E.coli,
Avian influenza, and Bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE),
are responsible for over 76 million episodes of illness, 325,000
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Cultured meat, ie in-vitro meat (or lab-meat)
is a fast-developing source of meat, supported
by investment from financial backers such as
Bill Gates and Richard Branson.

hospitalisations, and 5000 deaths globally each year. The annual
medical costs related to the consumption of meat are estimated
to be between US$50 and US$70 billion for the US, UK and
Australia combined1.
Moreover, there is a likelihood that the Coronavirus, COVID,
pandemic originated from a wet-market in Wuhan, Hubei
Province, China, where one or more animals at that market
possibly transmitted the virus to humans2.
Rearing livestock for meat requires considerably more pasture
land, water, fertiliser, pesticides and energy, than all other arable
crops combined. Given the direct-resources required to manage,
transport, and slaughter animals, then to transport, store and
distribute products to retailers, intensive meat production is only
25% as energy-efficient as other arable crops.
There is extensive pollution associated with livestock farming,
with feed and meat production responsible for the emission
of nitrogen and phosphorus, pesticide contamination of
groundwater and aquifers, heavy metal contamination of soil,
and ammonia emissions.
Globally, some 25% of the greenhouse gas, methane, is
created by farm animals and their waste products3.
There are approximately 19 billion chickens bred for
consumption (three per capita), cattle are the next most
populous farm animal with 1.7 billion, with sheep and pigs at
around 1.3 billion4.
Animal grazing uses 26% of the world’s land. Much of this
land has required deforestation5.
More recently, meat consumption in the western world has
plateaued, while in developing countries eating meat continues
to increase – having doubled over the last 20 years6. The likely
consequences of this increase in meat consumption when
coupled with a growing global population hold significant
concerns. Conventional meat production may be capable of
feeding most of the current population of 7.8 billion, but will
it be able to meet the demands of the future? Perhaps, due
to increased pricing, we will reduce our consumption of meat.
Alternatively, we may choose the option of adopting meat that
is not from animals but produced in an industrial process using
in-vitro techniques using tissue engineering systems.

Consumer Product Choices
Humans have hunted and killed animals for meat since
prehistoric times, with the advent of civilisation allowing the
domestication of chickens, sheep, rabbits, pigs and cattle.
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This eventually led to their use in meat production on an
industrial scale with the aid of slaughterhouses and complex
supply chains. The development of national retailing added
yet another burgeoning dimension to intensive farming, mass
production and consumer supply.
The numerous faux-meat products in the market are trying
to be substitute meat; often referred to as a meat-analogue
that approximates certain aesthetic qualities – texture, flavour
and appearance. These substitutes often use soybeans (tofu),
and other pulses and legumes, all of which require extensive
use of land and water. However, and understandably, there is a
(growing) demand from those wishing to supplement their diet
or opt-out from eating meat. However, lab-meat is meat, not a
faux product.
There is a great deal of psychology underpinning our
preference to consume animal meat rather than eating
alternative food types and substitutes. Eating a sirloin or rump
steak, for example, has a status and a prestige associated with the
choice of cut, not just the nutritional element. The choice to eat
meat is not exclusively based on taste nor its nutritional value7.
Since demand for faux meat is on the rise, there has been an
influx of competition in this space. Beyond Meat is one example
of a company that is disrupting the meat industry with its
alternatives. It produces plant-based meat substitutes. The initial
products were launched in the US and are now distributed
world-wide. The company has products designed to emulate
chicken, beef and pork sausages, amongst its range of products.
It was one of the first to enter the market and has achieved
significant popularity.
Whilst there is inconclusive discussion around the size of the
alternative meat industry and its growth projections, some
analysts estimate that its annual value is anywhere between
US$10 to US$40 billion. Estimates for alternative meats suggest
they currently make up less than 1% of the US$1.4 trillion meat
industry, but could grow to 9% by 20408. Growth projections
remain positive. More established brands, such as Nestlé, Conagra
Foods, Kraft Heinz Company, Kellogg, Maple Foods, and many
more, are also moving into vegetable-based faux-meat.

Cultured In-Vitro (Lab) Meat
The notion of eating meat that has not been taken from killing
animals, will not be readily accepted by most people – so
there are some interesting and significant challenges ahead
if in-vitro produced meat becomes readily available. One of

the (appealing) benefits of lab meat is that no animal dies,
and that will undoubtedly be a significant marketing point of
differentiation.
Cultured meat is produced by taking cells from the live animal,
and cultivated and grown using in-vitro technology. Undoubtedly,
it is meat – with the same protein as meat produced from farmed
animals – not, though, with the same texture. But once it is
turned into a finished product, such as a beef burger, mince, meat
balls, or, say, used in a pie, there is no way to tell the difference;
the taste is the same as conventional meat.
The underpinning science involves recreating the complex
structure of muscles found in animals, using initially a few cells.
A culture is taken from a live animal to remove stem cells, which
have the ability to proliferate and develop into muscle cells and
fat cells9. The cells will start to divide after they are cultured in
an in-vitro medium, which will provide nutrients, hormones and
growth factors. These cells merge to form myotubes (measuring
approximately 0.3mm) that grow into a small piece of muscle
tissue10. This piece of muscle multiplies in size from increasing
strands of fibres. The fibres are attached to a sponge-like
scaffold that floods them with nutrients and mechanically
stretches them, thereby exercising the muscle cells that in turn,
increase their size and protein content11.

Conclusions and Future Direction
Cultured in-vitro meat is now being sold in retail outlets in
Singapore12. We have gone well beyond proof of concept.
In Australia, there are 12 organisations currently developing
commercial products13. Worldwide, there are hundreds of
companies at the upscaling stage and preparing for commercial
opportunities1, with the largest and most advanced being in
Israel and the US.
In terms of its acceptance to mass markets, a comparison
might be drawn with the adoption of electric vehicles. EVs in
future will have numerous advantages over the combustion
engine, but the battle for minds, heart and sentiment will be an
uphill slog!
Cultured in-vitro meat is unlikely to completely reproduce the
vast variety of meats derived from animal species and breeds.
Moreover, the control of its nutritional composition is still
unclear, especially for micronutrients and iron content.
With regards to environmental issues, the potential advantages
of cultured meat for greenhouse gas emissions are a matter of
debate, although undoubtedly less land will be used and emissions
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Whilst there is inconclusive discussion
around the size of the alternative meat
industry and its growth projections, some
analysts estimate that its annual value is
anywhere between US$10 to US$40 billion.

will be reduced when compared to the farming of livestock.
Cultured meat will have to compete with the increasing
number of other meat substitutes, especially plant-based
alternatives. But, consumer perception and final acceptance
of cultured meat will be influenced by numerous factors – not
solely those based on health benefits.
Ethically, mass production of in-vitro cultured meat will allow
considerably fewer animals than conventional livestock farming;
albeit some animals will still have to be reared to harvest the
cells for production of in-vitro meat.
It remains to be seen which of the alternative meat producers
– conventional live-stock farming or lab-based in-vitro cultured
– has the greatest appeal to consumers. It may, finally, all be
determined by the better strategy and marketing tactics.
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Productivity
Mystery Solved

The transformation from an ‘Industrial’ to a ‘Knowledge’ economy
neglected the re-education of management, writes Dr James S Pepitone.

T

he rapid expansion in the 1950s of a fundamentally
different kind of work – ‘knowledge work’ (ie, cognitive,
psychological, social) – launched a transformation in human
work to rival the Second Industrial Revolution transformation from
rural farming and basic trades to mass production labour. Now,
well into the 21st century, the knowledge work transformation has
stalled.
Human work has changed dramatically since the 1950s. In
the industrial economy of 1910, the typical industrial workforce
consisted almost entirely of uneducated people performing
standardised physical ‘task work’. In developed economies today,
all jobs now consist of a mix of both task work and knowledge
work. See Figure 1 on page 24.
It is not that knowledge work replaced task work. It did
not. Rather, task work was systematically eliminated through
continuous adoption of more sophisticated mechanisation and
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its outsourcing to less developed economies. During this same
period, knowledge work exploded as organisations grappled with
the increased complexity of fast growth and adoption of new
technologies. See Figure 2 on page 26.
This change should not be underestimated. Task work is divided
and standardised into small units of physical work so that it can
be learned and performed repetitively by any able-bodied person
willing to be closely supervised. In stark contrast, knowledge work
requires advanced education and natural capabilities (ie, human
capital) plus responsibility and accountability for maximising an
opportunity (eg improving, transporting, servicing, advising) and
self-management with little or no leadership or support.
Labour statistics for developed economies in 2020 agree that
more than 40% of all jobs contain more than 70% knowledge
work. Another 40% of jobs contain 30% to 70% knowledge work.
And the remaining 20% of all jobs still include knowledge work,
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Figure 1: Jobs In
the 21st century

Work Design Archetypes
Indicated by proportion of Knowledge and Manual work in the role or job
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Material Processing

Robert Wysocki:
Project Design
Core Challenge
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Solution
Job Examples
Job will vary by situation

but less than the 30% considered necessary to dominate these roles
(eg, factory and warehouse labour, assembly workers and packers).
Notwithstanding this transformation in human work,
management scholars conclude that virtually all organisations
continue to be managed with industrial era workforce
management strategies, principles, methods and systems
developed for task work.
Management practices updated by the 1970s were largely
abandoned with the subsequent adoption of Neoliberal economic
thinking (ie shareholder theory) and Industrial Era management
practices that essentially recast all non-executive employees
as labour, a cost to be minimised. Even now, modern labour
economics still does not account for knowledge work and its
proven investment potential.
So, while human work has successfully changed, there remains
the problem that workforce management and labour economics
have not. As a result, employees and organisations perform far
below their potential to create economic value. For too many
employees, employment has become a source of daily frustration
and restrained compliance instead of performance achievement
and personal development. Workforce managers are frequently
trapped between misguided executives and increasingly desperate
workers. Let me ask you, when do we do something about this and
what do we do?
In his 1991 Harvard Business Review article, ‘The New
Productivity Challenge’, management scholar Peter F. Drucker
called raising the productivity of knowledge workers ‘the single
greatest challenge facing managers’. Now, 30 years later, most
knowledge workers know that they are not nearly as productive as
they could be. Many managers and executive also see this. Could
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70%

50%

70%
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there be any doubt that the institutional forces standing in the
way of meeting this challenge are extraordinary?

Announcement
After first announcing our intentions at the 1999 World
Productivity Congress in Edinburgh, I am pleased to again first
announce to the Institute of Management Services – on behalf
of the more than a thousand volunteer managers, scholars,
professionals, and other knowledge workers who are the
Humaneering Technology Initiative (HTI) – that HTI has discovered
what is standing in the way of aligning management and
economics with the changes we have witnessed in human work.
Moreover, HTI has successfully field tested within pioneering
knowledge-work operations of major companies a ‘productivity
humaneering’ solution that will allow organisations to escape
today’s outdated thinking about productivity.
These field tests have involved employees performing
knowledge-work jobs like engineering services, HR business
partners, retail associates, light production assemblers, field sales
representatives, call centre agents, laboratory researchers, and
consultants. And across these diverse roles, the one lesson learned
that most surprised the client executives and managers involved is
that the current average productivity of their knowledge workers
is now only about 10% to 30% of the role’s newly imagined full
potential. After years of treating knowledge and service workers
like task workers, few of us can appreciate the real capacity of
capable people to create economic value in these roles. The
strategic implications for staffing shortages, revenue growth,
competitive advantage, and other organisational concerns need no
elaboration.
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While human work has successfully changed,
there remains the problem that workforce
management and labour economics have not.

The balance of this article will briefly describe
HTI’s 20-year R&D journey, from the initial synthesis of relevant
knowledge from across hundreds of science disciplines to the
unconventional field experiments that ultimately laid bare the
knowledge work productivity dilemma and practical solutions
any organisation can adopt.
•
Several controversial findings that reveal institutional barriers
that now block attempts to increase knowledge work
productivity.
•
Practical actions that managers can take immediately to
begin renewing their knowledge workers’ employment
relationship and start the process of increasing knowledge
work productivity.
•

Research and Development Process
HTI emerged from a group of nine successful yet ordinary people
with experience as managers, executives, professors, consultants
and professionals, who shared a passionate discontent with the
gross waste of human capability and economic potential we
personally witnessed within organisations, including businesses,
governments, and non-profits. The situation seemed surreal to us,
amidst so many advancements in science and technology. We could
not simply accept that such waste had to be the norm.
Covering our own expenses and tapping our own contacts, we
first set out to gather insight into how others in roles like ours
saw the situation. Not finding any fresh answers, we broadened
our data gathering by enlisting up-and-coming scholars to mine
relevant knowledge from several hundred science disciplines,
and by appealing to a growing community of managers and
consultants to complete a systematic review of over 1200 business,
management and economics books, and countless articles. Upon
completion of this stage in 1998, our principal research takeaway
was even greater frustration. We had amassed so much potentially
helpful advice for tapping human potential and increasing the
productivity of knowledge workers, and yet so little of it was being
applied within organisations.
Those remaining from the original group decided to take a
different, less conventional research approach. Since several
of us enjoyed a continuous stream of consulting clients, we
challenged these clients to let us apply what we had learned to
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tackle one or more of the intractable people problems they faced
(eg performance improvement, change management, capturing
intrinsic knowledge, and retention). This approach worked.
Not only were we able to solve problems that management
previously considered unsolvable, but our hands-on work with the
client’s employees also provided missing insights into the human
experience of work.
Humaneering Technology Initiative (HTI) founded
To expand and formalise this field work, we formed HTI and began
inviting large employers with people-dependent operations and a
pioneering mindset to participate.
We refocused our efforts on developing a comprehensive,
universal, human-science-based technology, to guide managers in
their work on the human side of business in the 21st century, much
as physical-science-based engineering guided the management of
physical operations during the 20th century (see Figure 3 on page
29). We publicly announced our bold intentions in my presentation
at the 1999 World Productivity Congress in Edinburgh.
We adopted a recursive six-year continuous improvement
cycle to progressively increase the relevance and precision of the
guidance we were developing. To begin each cycle, we shared
the newest version of our guidance in a workshop with each prior
client interested, both to keep them updated and so we could
stay current on the outcomes they were achieving with internally
directed applications of prior guidance.
The central focus of each cycle was a few more years of
field experiments, each focusing on improvement of a peoplerelated challenge within the ongoing operations of a business,
government or nonprofit. Simultaneously, we systematically
reviewed relevant new papers, books and articles, for any
new knowledge or perspective they might contain. Finally, we
synthesised these data streams – continuing client feedback, new
field experiments, and new literature – into a new version of
guidance.
Client participation was determined by a different process
for each cycle. For Version 1, we exhausted our personal and
professional networks to identify 17 interested organisations
from North America. For Version 2, we invited 200 companies in
North America, representing a cross-section of people-dependent
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< Figure 2: Contrast and Comparison of
Manual Work and Knowledge Work
industries to participate in an auction for 25 available projects.
For Version 3, a total of 37 multinational companies and medium
to large consulting firms, were invited to propose their own terms
for a multi-year series of application projects over three years across
their diverse operations and clients. For Version 4, project booking
will be opened in September 2021 to all organisations, with the
first of 100 planned projects commencing in January 2022.

Controversial Findings
It seems inevitable that any breakthrough will be preceded by and
predicated upon research findings that some people will consider
controversial. This initiative did not disappoint. Here are a few
such findings that are critical to understanding the productivity
challenge and preparing a solution.
Modern labour economics misleads management
The labour economics taught in business schools advises leaders
to focus on ‘human capital formation’ (eg public education,
workforce development) to develop human assets, and further
proclaims the arrival of the ‘knowledge economy’ wherein
knowledge work is the principal source of economic value. In stark
contradiction, labour economics also continues to teach that all
employees are ‘labour’ – the hiring and cost of which management
should minimise to maximise profit.
This perspective ignores the dramatic expansion and rise in
importance of knowledge work within today’s organisations
and economy, and fails to acknowledge that, unlike labour (ie
manual task work), knowledge work transforms opportunities
into economic value, thus making knowledge work not a cost to
minimise, but an investment to optimise.
Moreover, HTI’s field research confirms that any job that includes
at least 30% knowledge work can create more economic value
than is consumed by the remaining 70% task work. This insight
suggests that employers should when practical add elementary
forms of knowledge work (eg organisational citizenship behaviour
(OCB), waste reduction (aka Lean), performance improvement,
and self-management) to jobs that are now primarily task work,
thereby self-funding their costs with economic value creation.
While labour economics teaching doesn’t prevent executives
from thinking for themselves, the opportunity is lost to provide
executives and managers with a more accurate view of firm-level
labour economics and the importance of knowledge work to
success in the current economy.

Time for your annual performance rating check?
Book your place on our IMS endorsed Rating Clinic –
available around the UK and as remotely managed Clinics.
Be sure you’re operating to the British standard.
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The employer-employee relationship is the fulcrum of
employee motivation
The true engine of employee motivation – of discretionary
employee performance – is each employee’s relationship with their
employer. And like your car’s engine, this relationship can propel
you to accomplish more, or it can function as a brake when you
feel uncomfortable and coast. The many other factors commonly
suggested as drivers of motivation (eg expectations, incentives,
feedback) are at best secondary influences, which explains their
limited power in application.
People instinctively lead with generosity (ie except in special
cases where, for example, a person is a chronic victim and, as a
result, leads with risk aversion). We begin relationships by doing
what seems positive, appropriate, and fair. This basic level of
generosity will then increase if the other party in the relationship
– a person or an employer – is generous in return. However, if a
people feel they are giving more than receiving, human instinct
compels us to even the exchange with whatever means available,
and more often simply by withholding our potential.
Undoubtedly, you have personally experienced this scenario
and witnessed it play out for others. It occurs with such routine
frequency that we don’t consider the impact on an organisational
scale. Now equipped with a deeper understanding of human
nature revealed by neuropsychologists and demonstrated in our
field experiments, we can appreciate that at the core of human
consciousness is a homeostatic function that instinctively assesses
our principal relationships and drives us to adapt reciprocally to
balance these exchanges.
Organisations that want to increase their performance and
productivity (plus engagement, experience, etc) of their knowledge
workers should begin to focus on the employment relationship
of every individual and strive to make it a winning experience for
them. This focus will begin with a brief, simple-English agreement
(or term sheet) that states forthrightly (a) the employer’s hiring
objectives for the position, (b) the position’s responsibilities and
performance criteria, (c) the candidate’s verbatim performance
and development goals, (d) specific features of the company and
position that directly align with the candidate’s goals, and (e) the
options and related terms for either party to end the agreement.
The company will become more empathetic, distinguish itself
among employers, and set-up its new-hire relationships for win-win
outcomes.
Employers are playing their zero-sum game with employees to a
‘lose-lose’ outcome
Virtually all employers are playing a zero-sum game (ie win-lose)
with their employees (eg pay people as little as possible, dock
the pay of people who choose to work from home, withhold
development support because it makes employees attractive to
other employers). What most leaders don’t realise is that when
employees lose, employers also lose. How does this happen?
First, consider that employment is ‘business’ to employers but
‘personal’ to employees. Second, businesses strive to act out of
logical self-interest, whereas employees act to adapt to their
situation. Third, when employees lose in any relationship, their
instinct compels them to reciprocate to even out the score. And
finally, since the employer is more powerful and virtually always
wins at making the employee the loser, employees can easily get
caught up with making sure the employer also loses.
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Not only were we able
to solve problems
that management
previously considered
unsolvable, but our
hands-on work with
the client’s employees
also provided missing
insight into the human
experience of work.

This is not ideal for employees or employers. Most employees
initially strive to put forth as much effort and talent as possible
(or acceptable in the situation). But every time the employer wins
in the relationship (eg denies request, gives unfair evaluation,
treats employee with indifference or disrespect), the employee is
instinctively driven to even the score – which results in a ‘lose-lose’
outcome.
Talent Management is failing organisations
Talent management’s (ie human resource management, people
management) evolved from the administrative management
of industrial labour, and today includes the recruiting,
hiring, compensation and policy adherence of all employees,
including managers and executives. We might agree that these
responsibilities are challenging based solely on the size and
complexity of organisations and today’s competitive labour
market, and further agree that these challenges are reasonably
met. However, today’s astonishingly low employee engagement
statistics, stagnant knowledge worker productivity, and high
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level of employee dissatisfaction with their organisations and
jobs suggest that what we are doing in the name of talent
management is still nonetheless ineffective.
The principal source of talent management ineffectiveness HTI
identified is the depersonalisation of employee treatment, which
begins in recruiting (eg robotic communication, psychometric tests,
behavioural interviews) and follows the employee throughout
their employment experience (eg perfunctory feedback, lack of
development, indifferent treatment). The scientific term for this
is ‘mechanistic dehumanisation’ and evidence suggests that it
virtually destroys the potential for employee high performance.
What’s left of people affected by this treatment is their obedient
physical presence accompanied by increasing levels of emotional
passivity often described in the literature as ‘learned helplessness’.
One of the more evident omissions from today’s talent
management is any systematic attempt to regenerate the human
motivation and sense of hope that is naturally exhausted both by
challenging responsibilities and frustrating day-to-day work. For
too many employees, the employment experience is a one-way
process of emotional decline. Nobody cares, even when there is
nothing so motivating as someone who genuinely cares about you
and your success.

Management Actions to Increase Knowledge
Work Productivity
What actions should employers take to capitalise on this better
understanding of people and knowledge work, and transform
their organisation’s score with employees to a highly productive
‘win-win’?
Executives should begin with the recognition that they are
dealing with an institutionalised web of negative systemic
influences, so there is no instant solution. Even so, our 20-plus years
of experience with business and government clients experimenting
in large-scale knowledge-work operations with the principles
and methods that we now refer to as ‘productivity humaneering’
makes indisputable that their thoughtful application will result in
immediate and repeated incremental productivity gains.
If you value experience as a predictor of future results, it is worth
noting that 100% of the applications were successful in achieving
‘first-increment’ gains that ranged from 17% (Shingo Prize-winning
semi-automated production managers) to 181% (multinational
engineering services professionals).
What seems to work best is a careful delayering of negative
systemic influences and gradual employee-supported change.
The good news is that this kind of steady progress minimises any
operational disruption and risk, enables employee co-leadership,
allows for experimentation before implementation, and creates
a steady stream of energising improvements in the employeremployee relationship, productivity, and profits.
Listed below are some first steps employers can take, even before
learning more about HTI’s findings and proposed productivity
humaneering strategy.
(Re)Design knowledge work
Knowledge work is more challenging to design than task work,
and as a result does not get designed. Employers typically spell out
a rambling list of requirements in a job opportunity posting, and
from there what happens in the job is left up to local managers
and hired candidates. It is very easy to improve on this.
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HUMANEERING

Hierarchy of System Complexity*

ENGINEERING
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Physical
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Added System Characteristics
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7. Social

Shared value system, direction, and action
Shared meaning
Social construction (create meaning)

Collaboration, teamwork, spirit, synergy, culture,
and transformation
Development (constructivist learning)
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Self-consciousness and self-concept
Self-reflexive knowing
Capacity to produce, absorb and interpret
symbols (language, behaviour, culture)
Sense of passing time
Will, intention, trust, emotion, etc.
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Education (cognitivist learning)
Service work (perceive complex needs, then adapt
resources to deliver response that creates value)
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Training (behaviourist learning)
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Incentive/threat; reward/punishment
Task work (do what when told)
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Living system (alive and adaptive)
Self-maintaining
Self-reproducing

Adapt to environment
Workaround physical constraints
Most-elementary living system

3. Machine

Cybernetics (closed system regulation )
System control (thermostat)
Process feedback

Most-complex machine system
Autonomous control machines
Stable, self-regulating systems

2. Clockwork

Dynamic
Cyclical events
Simple motions – regular or regulated
Equilibrium (balance)

Linear cause and effect
Synchronous work
Management by objectives
Time-based work

1. Framework

Labels and terminology
Classification systems

Foundation of organised knowledge

*Based on Boulding, K. E. (1956). General systems theory – The skeleton of science. Management Science, 2: 197-208.

Figure 3: Humaneering Will Guide Management on
People and Human Work just as Engineering Provides
Guidance for Physical and Machine Work
Begin by focusing on each job (or job family) separately, and
dividing the job into assigned responsibilities (ie knowledge work)
and required activities (ie task work). See Figure 2 (page 26).
Prioritise redesign of the task work to free-up time and attention
for improving knowledge work. Ask employees to help prioritise
tasks so process-improvement experts can focus immediate
redesign on (a) improving the efficiency of high-value tasks and (b)
eliminating or reducing the wastefulness of low value tasks.
Once redesigned, try to off-load the tasks to less expensive talent
or make them of secondary importance to the knowledge work
that should dominate every worker’s time and effort.
For the knowledge work part of the job, again engage
representative employees, but this time determine the most helpful
forms of support the company could provide to them. One part of
this is reducing or removing any internal sources of process friction
and employee frustration. The other part is identifying any external
resources (eg information, capabilities, technology) that can
enhance their performance and productivity.
Utilise an agile approach to complete this redesign. This way you
can focus the redesign effort on the fastest and more impactful
changes first. A steady stream of job design enhancements will
naturally fuel increased performance. But don’t be unreasonable
and immediately increase expectations. Treat this as support and
not as an excuse to raise quotas. Let the employees win first. There
will be plenty of time to scale up expectations once it is clear just
how productive your knowledge workers can be.
Emphasise every job’s employee-development opportunity
Most employees are very interested in increasing their job
capabilities, performance, and productivity. For many, it is the most
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compelling reason for taking any new job. Furthermore, one of the
top reasons why employees leave their existing job is because they
are no longer learning and improving.
Despite this compelling opportunity, too many employers feel
that developing their employees for higher performance just
gives the employees more reason to quit and market their new
capabilities to a higher bidder. This kind of thinking reminds me
of the ad that asks, ‘Which is worse, your employees develop and
leave, or they don’t develop and stay?’
Learning and developing job capabilities through experience,
instruction and coaching, is the single most powerful payback
for performing any job (or can be with minimal effort). Our field
research shows that developmental experience is even more
attractive than higher pay to most knowledge workers.
You should be capitalising on this naturally occurring motivation
to attract and retain employees and to improve their performance
and productivity. Reposition average jobs as ‘essential skill
development opportunities’ by identifying the capabilities that
naturally accrue to employees and transforming this potential into
an organized employee-development practice and promoting it as
a coveted job benefit.
Treat knowledge workers with the utmost respect
Respect is a motivator and relationship builder. And its free to give.
Simple actions like the following can restore lost hope and boost
employee effort.
For starters, managers should try addressing employees they
don’t already know well with a respectful salutation like mister, sir,
miss, or misses, and additionally make sure to use their preferred
pronouns when referring to them in any situation. If these words
are spoken genuinely, you will be surprised how your employees
respect you more in return.
Another way to show respect is to invite people, individually or
in an informal group, to share their perceptions or thinking. Name
the topic and let them go first. Asking a logical follow-up question
based on something they say will let them know you are listening,
and you heard them. Then find a reason to appreciate what they
said (eg fresh perspective, new thinking to consider). If conducted
in the open so others can observe, you are likely to gain respect
with more than just the individuals with whom you are speaking.
When considering action that will impact any group of
employees, invite a few – and especially individuals who you have
not talked with before – to be your guest for lunch and a discussion
of the action you are contemplating. You can still make the same
decision, but now you might have their respect, plus you can make
your decision more appealing by explaining the consideration you
gave their ideas and concerns.
Stop all the surveys on employee experience and engagement
If not the first, the second survey on employee experience
and engagement screams ‘I don’t care’ to the educated and
experienced knowledge worker. What could convey more clearly
that management is out-of-touch with its organisation? What
better way could there be to take credit for asking a question and
be spared from having to listen to the answer?
Most employees understand that employment is a win-lose
game, and that their survival in any job is tenuous at best. Examples
abound, in their organisation and throughout the media, of the
employee who just said or did the wrong thing or who somehow
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lost favour with a manager, resulting in a security escorted ‘perp
walk’ out of the workplace. This implied threat is ever-present for
most employees, virtually assuring that whatever is reported on
an employee engagement and experience surveys is a calculated
response and not an accurate representation.
We have assessed this representation on numerous occasions to
satisfy executive curiosity. To begin, we learn that few employees
believe the claims of anonymity, and fewer still expect anything
positive to result from complying with the survey request. Among
those who respond, some praise management thinking this will
position them in a favourable light, and an equal number say they
struggle to restrain themselves from being too honest. Most people
find that many of the questions or answer choices do not coincide
with their situation, resulting in convoluted self-talk as they guess
what answer is least inaccurate. Many executives are aware of
these deficiencies, yet still find value in knowing from one period
to the next if the (unknown) situation is either improving, steady,
or worsening.
If the objective is to learn how employees feel about their job
(eg employer, working conditions, support, pay, etc), you may
have to hire an experienced ethnographer (ie anthropologist)
who is willing to risk their relationship with management to tell
the unvarnished truth. Alternatively, if you have an extra helping
of empathy and listening skills, and if employees say they are
willing to be open and honest with you, then you might try just
asking them, both individually and in small groups, and from
their responses patch together a quilt-like understanding of how
employees are affected by the current management approach.

Questions?
Speaking for the many volunteers who are HTI, I hope you enjoyed
this first public announcement of HTI’s insight and strategy
for breaking through the current impasse in improving the
productivity of knowledge and service workers. Please contact the
author or editor with any questions or requests for more in-depth
articles on this topic.
In addition, I invite you to learn more about HTI’s findings
and productivity humaneering recommendations by visiting
HumaneeringTech.com.
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The Power
of Empathy
Dr Trevor Bentley.

O

ne of the most widely used definitions of empathy is –
‘to stand in another person’s shoes and see the world
from their perspective’ – another is – ‘to understand
and share the other’s feelings’. I don’t believe that either of
these approaches is possible. We cannot actually see the world
from anyone else’s perspective, we can only hold our own view.
However, recognising that every other person has their own
unique perspective on life, and will respond to their experiences
in their own particular way, is a good starting point.
Attending the funeral of a close friend who had died
relatively young, I was approached by an acquaintance offering
their sympathies, ‘I’m so sorry I know exactly what you are going
through’. I politely replied, ‘I don’t think you have any idea
what I am going through’, and moved on.
We are each of us a mystery, not only to others, but also to
ourselves. If we consider the question ‘who am I?’ we will get a
glimpse of how complex, multifaceted and mysterious we are.
One way I can see myself is in the mirror of another person’s
reactions and response to me. I truly meet myself at the point
that I am in ‘contact’ with another. When we share with another
person a mutual understanding of how we impact and are
impacted by each other we experience empathy. The essence
of empathic contact is the way that our humanity becomes one
with the humanity of the other and we share a moment of deep
understanding and connection.
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‘...the more two people are able to relate empathically to
each other, the more probable it is that the relationship
between them will be successful and endure. Without empathic
understanding, there is no closeness,...’(Staemmler, 2012, p2)
Empathy is a two-way dynamic process, rather than a one-way
attempt to put ourselves in the other’s shoes. It is not possible
to actually see and experience the world as another person
does, but we can seek to understand something of their
experience, by asking them to describe what they are noticing,
thinking and feeling.
This two-way empathic process involves noticing how I am
impacted by my contact with the other, and then sharing this
experience with them so that they recognise the impact they
are having on me. When a young child cries and the mother
reacts by holding the child to provide comfort; the child
experiences the mother’s reaction and is calmed. As the child is
calmed, so is the mother. This is two-way empathy.
To know and understand ourselves, at least as much as we
can, in any given moment, is an important part of this twoway empathetic dynamic; just as much as trying to know and
understand the other. By paying attention to the child’s needs,
the mother satisfies her own needs.
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Knowing Self
Who am I?
Are my ideas of me, and my recollections of my experiences, and
my history a way to see myself, or can I really see myself in the
mirror of the others’ reactions to me, when I am in contact with
them?
In exploring these ideas with colleagues I have come to
understand that we are each a multitude of selves, with each
of these being representative of how the people we meet
experience us.
Recently I chaired a meeting of the board of trustees
of a charity I support. Including the board and the senior
management team, there were 14 of us seated around the table.
I am sure that each of the thirteen others experienced me, both
during that meeting and over the time I have known them quite
differently from each other. There were, in effect, 14 Trevors
present in the room, including each of their versions, and my
own version of me.
In this example, the members of the executive experienced
me in the role I play in the charity – a shared context. So whilst
the differences might not necessarily be significant, I would
have been seen differently by each of them. This is partly
because they experience me through the filters of their own
life experiences, beliefs, assumptions and perspectives. In other
words a highly personal and subjective knowing of me, and one
that might be very close, or in fact very distant from how I see
myself.
Knowing other
During the board meeting, described above, there were thirteen
people present whom I ‘know’ to some extent; and my knowing
grows as I have more contact with them over time and in
different contexts and situations.
‘What I find stimulating and inspiring is the fact that there is
always something new to discover.’ (Staemmler, 2012, p25)
Staemmler goes on to talk about ‘the mystery’ of the other
person and how we attempt to unravel the mystery by opening
ourselves to learning about the other. However, it can be easier
to create our own ‘image’ of the other person. In holding tightly
to this view we treat our sense of others as if it is fact, which
can lead us to be dogmatic or judgemental of our experience
of them. Opening myself to meeting and learning about the
other offers the opportunity to loosen my attachment to my
experience and to soften the effect of my life’s filters.

Contact and Boundaries
Through knowing ourselves we can learn to know others
The inner self is what we know about ourselves, what we like
and dislike and where we choose to set our boundaries of
comfort and protection.
The outer self is what we reveal of ourselves to others
Establishing my personal boundaries somewhere between the
inner and outer self is important when making contact with
other people. It is partly an issue of my psychological safety
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In the process of building strong, long-term
relationships, I face the need to recognise
both the systemic boundaries within which
I operate and the systemic boundaries in
which the other operates.

by protecting myself from the threat of harm (such as feeling
shame). It is also about taking the risk of discovering others and
being discovered by them. In establishing my own boundaries
I learn about what is important to me. From this position, I
recognise that the people I am meeting are doing the same
as I am in setting their own boundaries. Given that I may well
set boundaries that are different from others’, means being
sensitive as I approach contact with people. I will not succeed
in these relationships if I assume that their boundaries are like
mine.
Through knowing others we learn about ourselves.
When I meet and make the first moves to discover the other
person I will encounter our joint boundaries. These boundaries
of protection and risk have been formulated and conditioned
by my life’s experiences and have become enshrined in my
assumptions, beliefs and preferences. The same is usually true of
the other person.
Perhaps the riskiest aspect of making contact with other
people is to temporarily suspend my judgmental voice and to
check out my assumptions. This is much easier to say than to do.
When I first meet people there is a general expectation
that what we each believe to be social boundaries will be
respected. The fact that these boundaries will differ according
to each society or community can lead to much confusion and
disruption. ‘Cultural’ differences do not only apply to different
societies and countries. They tend to feature between different
industry sectors and even departmentally within a single
organisation. It is very easy to be socially clumsy when I don’t
know ‘how things are done around here’. When what I expect
in a particular system does not happen my first response is often
one of being offended. This is mainly because my boundaries
(what I expect) have been invaded, either accidentally or
deliberately. Once again, it is important for me to check out
what I and the other people are likely to expect. In other words,
to try to establish where our respective boundaries lie.
Systems will establish through time and practice what is OK
and what is not OK.
‘The boundary where two systems meet I call the ‘zone of
contact’. It is in this zone that representatives of each system
meet and ‘suss out’ the other. The zones of contact serve to
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mask reality and provide a safe area for exploring the other,
rather like two dogs sniffing each other, but not as explicitly.
The aim is for each system to decide the basis on which it is safe
to work with the other.
In most situations, the people involved in these initial meetings
are not necessarily aware of the extent to which they carry their
system with them. The more they carry the system the less space
there is to be truly themselves. Within a relatively short time,
the new growing relationship starts to get fixed, as each system
discovers what is acceptable to the other and they settle into a
way of being. The longer the period over which this happens
the more difficult it becomes to change the increasingly fixed
perceptions.’ (Bentley, 2006, unpublished client report.)
In the process of building strong, long-term relationships, I face
the need to recognise both the systemic boundaries within
which I operate and the systemic boundaries in which the other
operates. These are primarily organisational boundaries and
secondarily, the wider environmental boundaries. These are
usually physical, such as dress codes and office layouts, as well as
psychological and behavioural.
Recognising and working within these boundaries rather than
clashing with them is important to me in setting the scene for
the developing relationship.
Of course, all contact takes place within a particular context
and so when the context changes, the previous contact achieved
with a person cannot be assumed to be the same in the new
context.
The most common manifestation of this is when a business
connection in the organisational setting changes into a social
context. The contact will not be the same so the boundary levels
need to be re-negotiated and established at a level appropriate
for the new context. This is frequently misunderstood and leads
to many difficult and sometimes embarrassing situations.
We are all different and we move (largely unconsciously) with
different levels of confidence from one context to the next.
As our willingness to meet at our boundaries has a lot to do
with our self-esteem and confidence, and as our self-esteem
and confidence change from one context to the next, our
boundaries change accordingly.
When I meet people at our joint boundaries it is possible
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Working consciously
with boundaries is a
vital part of building
strong long-term
relationships.

to share information about myself with them. This does not
necessarily mean sharing intimate details about my personal
life, my history or my experiences, although it might. What it
does mean is sharing what I am thinking, imagining and feeling
when I am in contact with them.
This process of self-disclosure involves my willingness to be
vulnerable. It also requires me to be authentic, to really be
myself. And here is the key to empathic contact.
What I try to remember when maintaining authentic contact
is – to own my statements, to be as crisp and clear as I can, and
to share what is happening for me in the present moment.
The choice to disclose what is happening for me depends
firstly on my own level of awareness and then on whether
or not it seems ‘appropriate’ to share this information at
this moment. Choiceful sharing with awareness of what is
happening for me may be all that is needed.
I was working in Istanbul facilitating a leadership programme
for a consultancy company. Mid-afternoon of the second
day, one of the participants shared openly with me (in the
group) how, he hadn’t experienced me modelling what I was
teaching, even though I had said I would do so. He shared
how he had experienced me and he was quite critical of how,
I hadn’t remembered his name, or taken up his offer of a
tour of the office. He shared how I had interrupted his and
the group process by stopping discussions, and a few other
aspects of his experience. When he finished several people
immediately responded to him telling him it wasn’t like that
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for them. I stopped them and said that what he was saying was
his experience of me and completely valid for him and that I
wanted to reply from my feelings. Basically what I said as near
as I can remember was:
‘When I hear you say this I am sad and disappointed with
myself. I am also feeling some shame that I did not remember
your name and name tags would help me to correct that.’ I told
him I had let him down and I had let myself down. I became
quite emotional and tearful (Something apparently Turkish
men are afraid of). I said it was ironic that I should have just
being talking about how heartfelt my values of being real were,
even if I didn’t always deliver what people wanted. It struck me
that it was possible his need was to be seen and appreciated
by me. I then told him that I would never forget his name and
that when he was ready I would go round the office with him.
Another person then went and got some sticky labels and pens,
and everyone wrote out name tags and stuck them on their shirt
fronts.
Everyone was moved by this exchange and several people
spoke before we sat silently for several minutes then the MD
said, ‘I think this would be a good place to stop for today.’
The next day I arranged to meet my critic early so that he
could show me round the office, and during this he told me that
when I responded to him in the group he felt really heard and
understood.
Working consciously with boundaries is a vital part of
building strong long-term relationships. Knowing about my
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As our willingness to meet at our boundaries
has a lot to do with our self-esteem and
confidence, and as our self-esteem and
confidence change from one context to the next
our boundaries change accordingly.

own boundaries and being sensitive, careful and respectful
when approaching other people’s boundaries will significantly
enhance our connection.

Searching for Connection
When I meet someone I do not necessarily connect with them
straight away. Something needs to happen that goes beyond
the initial acknowledgement of each other. What enables us
to connect is my movement towards the other, which is open
to a movement of the other towards me. This connection is
momentary and transitory and neither person lets go of a sense
of self.
Being truly who I am, and at the same time being open to the
other’s perception and experience of me, is both challenging
and exciting.

Safety and Boundaries
I make contact at the boundary between me and all that is not
me, So when I make contact with others I also make contact
with my environment through my senses; this can be seen as
my physical boundary. Making contact with others can be both
physical and emotional and if I don’t feel safe in making contact
I might avoid contact and pull back well behind my boundary.
My physical boundary extends beyond my skin for a short
distance, which I will call ‘my personal space’. You might have
experienced someone crossing this invisible boundary into your
space and felt the urge to pull away.

Each particular situation is different and unique, and every
person will shape it in their own way. So the process of contact
and connection is different every time, even on those occasions
when the situation seems the same or similar to previous ones.
My perception of the other and what is happening is
completely subjective and full of my own idiosyncratic meaning
making processes, all of which could be way off the mark.
Caution and care are called for in every moment of contact as I
tentatively reveal myself and attempt to discover the other.
However empathically understanding we are, the other thus
retains his mystery and simply remains irrevocably different.
Yet at the same time, this also makes him familiar to us and
similar, since who does not remain a mystery even to themselves
– notwithstanding all self-searching and insight? Ultimately, it
is not a question of unravelling the mystery of the other, but
of allowing them to keep us awake and, for their sake, making
ever new and deeper attempts to achieve; good enough’
understanding. Then we pave the way for what really counts:
human connection. (Staemmler, 2012, p256)
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The Impact of the Situation
Contact is an event that takes place in a particular context and
a situation. For empathic contact to take place I have to pay
attention to the other person and to what is happening. I have
to be interested.
I can only be empathic towards a person and the subjective
situation of a person to whom I am paying attention.
(Staemmler, 2012, p178)
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Analysing Customer,
Client and Stakeholder
Relationships PostCOVID

No one can guarantee how the economy, customer retention and
employment trends will recover after the COVID pandemic has finally
run its course. A state of fear exists and creates almost a collective
phobic emotional state with staff, customers, clients and stakeholders.
Philip Atkinson highlights the strategies and tactics you can apply to
put yourself in the best possible shape organisationally.

W

hat will customer relationships be like post-pandemic
when a degree of normality returns? We need to adopt
an even more rigorous approach to organisations’
relationships with key stakeholders, rather than focus on client or
customer relations no matter the sector we operate within.
When I started researching this piece, it was very tempting
to focus entirely on the end-user, the customer or the recipient
of services because, without the customer, we may not have a
business. I wanted to go further than that and expand our thinking
about the customer beyond the commercial sector, and make it
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applicable to those in the public and third sectors.
The majority of customer-centric thinking applies to all sectors.
Many of the points originate from the science and research in
customer relations and are equally applicable to forming vital
stakeholder management and regulatory relations.

Expanding Thinking – Who is the Customer?
Depending on the sector and type of organisation in which you
work, your ‘customer’ could be the client, patient, the end-user, a
‘real’ paying customer, a member of a network or society, a citizen,
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a resident, pressure groups, a student or pupil, or regulatory or
statutory groups. There can be a problem for those operating
outside the commercial world, simply because some dislike the idea
that they are selling their services or memberships to their users,
members or associates. For those who don’t quite get the concept
of applying research in customer relations to their organisation,
they should think of those who use their services as stakeholders

Reframing Stakeholders
The term stakeholders encompasses customers, clients, citizens,
users, donors, recipients, suppliers and regularity bodies, and we
should validate their role because we cannot exist without their
support. These are the variety of people or organisations we
influence or receive something of value from us, including internal
customers. It may be valuable to develop strategies that can be
instantly applied equally to all customers by your vision, mission and
market segment.

What About Staff?
We are not assuming that everyone in your endeavour meets
with the external customer. A large percentage of staff never
actually meet with the end-user at all. Some may have infrequent
contact. In this case, those staff and managers may not think that
‘stakeholder focus’ has anything to do with them. They could not
be more wrong. We would ask them to consider how they fit into
the internal supply chain within your organisation. Thinking in this
way allows you to believe that the next person, people or team
that depends upon you for the quality of work you produce is, in
fact, the ‘internal customer’. And although this staff member may
never communicate with or meet the end-user or stakeholder, they
may be touching their lives somehow and should be supporting
those who meet and deliver directly to the client.

Adopting a Stakeholder Focus
In the private or commercial sector, the customer is invariably the
end user. In these circumstances, the organisation is dependent
upon them for the continued success and existence. If you don’t
have customers or clients in the commercial sector, you don’t have
a business. This fact concentrates the mind and emphasises the
importance of customer or external stakeholder focus, especially as
we emerge from the pandemic.

Undertaking your Stakeholder Analysis
You may want to consider undertaking a stakeholder analysis for
your own business. To do this, list your core stakeholders. Then
map where they fit on the stakeholder grid (Figure 1). The two
dimensions are based on ‘how much interest they generate in
you’ and ‘how much power they have over your operation and its
effectiveness’. Then develop a four-pane grid.
Now you have assessed where the stakeholders fit in the
grid; you have to decide where you are most at risk and where
opportunities arise for you. You can only achieve this through
working collaboratively through the process with the key players
and those who are willing and committed to delivering change in
stakeholder relations.

In all Sectors
We think it’s pretty clear that organisations in all sectors cannot
afford to deliver less than what the client or service user expects. To
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Figure 1: Stakeholder Assessment

do so would be folly and would alienate the organisation from its
true purpose. So, we will be looking at how best to anticipate and
deliver to those expectations using some exciting work from the
commercial sector.
At the end of every day, we are either better or worse as service
providers. And we can only really get a full measure of how well we
are doing in meeting their needs and expectations if we ask them,
actively listen to their responses, and act to meet their expectations.

Look in the Mirror
Post-COVID, we need to reinvigorate our curiosity. Many
organisations don’t know what their end-users or customers
think of them, so they cannot change those things that put their
continuation or service provision at risk. They may be providing
a less than adequate service, wasting resources and jeopardising
their future. If they continue along the same route, ignoring their
consumers’ specific needs and failing to deliver to requirements,
their organisational efficiency, effectiveness and continuance are in
doubt.

Mindset of Curiosity
We believe the organisation must adopt a mindset of curiosity
and explore what their public and end-users think of their service
delivery and how much they trust them. They need to take a good
look at service delivery and examine how they deliver it to establish
whether they need to become more externally focused and deliver
more effectively.
The more one listens to end-users, the more one learns. There
are very few occasions when organisations don’t learn from surveys
with their clients or service users. The process can be a precious
experience and provide direct input for revamping and redesigning
the infrastructure, support, systems and processes that provide
service delivery. It’s interesting to ask, ‘what’s it like to receive our
service?’ Without asking and listening to the answer, you will never
be able to improve the infrastructure of how you organise and
deliver.

Reputational Risk
Initially, it may appear that Stakeholder responsiveness is not as
important as in the private sector, but you would be wrong. It
could put your reputation at risk in the short-term and the middle
to the longer-term with your immediate end users and funders
or investors, regulatory bodies, key stakeholders, and business
partners. Stakeholder or client management is a strategic issue and
too important a subject to be left to chance.
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Risk Register
You are probably unaware that unhappy and unsatisfied
end-users, clients and stakeholders rarely complain to you
directly about inadequate service. You may never be aware of
their true feelings towards you. Your client or end-user may
not have the choice to stop dealing with you as a supplier of
services, but those who are dissatisfied with the service they
receive will certainly spread their dissatisfaction.
From research in customer metrics, we know that unhappy clients
or customers typically share their poor opinion of a service provider
with eight to ten others who may also be recipients of the service.
Also, 13% of these ‘unhappy users’ spread the word to as many as
twenty others. This can be bad news for the whole business, even
if you delight other recipients or segments of your business. You
don’t want this happening with critical stakeholders, donors, and
membership or regulatory groups.

Many organisations don’t
know what their end-users
or customers think of them,
so they cannot change
those things that put their
continuation or service
provision at risk.

Bad News Travels faster than Good
If you have created an excellent experience for stakeholders
and users, they only actually spread the good news to as few as
five people. For every bad experience, you must create multiple
outstanding experiences for others to balance out any negative
viewpoints and emotions.

Negative Emotions
We know the problems that can escalate from poor relationships
with others.
•
Investors who support your organisation can veto your best
efforts.
•
Volunteers can quit and severely put service provision at risk.
•
Regulators can halt new initiatives and projects if they have not
been carefully scoped and reviewed, and due diligence applied.
•
Key stakeholders can influence your operations by
withdrawing their cooperation.
•
Regulators can suspend your operations.
•
Community groups can become politically unfriendly
and damage your relationships with governmental and
non-governmental bodies and NGOs.
At the end of business each day, you are better or worse than your
competitors. People form opinions and attitudes towards you and
express these as critical emotions, which can severely disable your
operations.
Paul Ekman, an established researcher in human emotion,
claims that, as service providers, we all create positive or negative
emotions with our public. The five key emotions he identified
are primarily negative and include anger, disgust, fear, sadness
and finally, enjoyment. Please note that these emotions will
vary in intensity from mild to severe. Anger may start as a ‘mild
irritation with poor service delivery’ or ‘being peeved’, escalating
to ‘dissatisfaction, ‘minor outrage’, and downright ‘anger’ if their
needs and expectations are seriously are not met or rejected. The
critical issue is that things can get out of hand, and what may start
as a minor problem can escalate out of all proportion.
If you don’t create satisfaction, then service recipients may
display some of the following:
Anger – when we feel something blocks us and we are dealt with
unfairly.
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Disgust – the intensity can be high or low, triggered by something
which is not right and which might devalue us.
Fear – relative states of minor trepidation to full-scale worry and
anxiety, if people feel neglected or undervalued.
Sadness – this is an initial disappointment, resignation to not
being treated as necessary, or misery and powerlessness.
However, of course, we can deliver excellent service, which results
in every positive vibe experienced with Enjoyment – which relates
to pleasure, joy, excitement and pride in the consumption of what
you provide.
From this illustration of the five core emotions, you can see
plenty of opportunities to create more positive and avoid negative
experiences. What is important is that these emotions can be
created at any level where the organisation touches the customer,
service external agencies or groups. Many of these emotions will
be outside the control of the senior team, so your senior staff,
managers, team leaders have to ensure that the requisite positive
behaviours are projected, maintained and communicated at every
level within the organisation.

Issues in Effective External Relations
Let’s look at some of the fundamentals of managing effective
external relations and then progress to how you can use journey
mapping to improve your services.

Business Continuity
Let’s face it; survival is not compulsory. It does not matter what
business you are in; any organisation should be intent upon
growing its donor, client, membership, customer or service user
base. Central to this approach is the ability to push retention and
acquisition rates ever higher.

Questions
To be vigilant and manage your clients, donors or end-users and
external agencies more effectively, below are questions you should
ask if you want to improve service delivery.
•
How do you currently segment your clients or users? Are they
regionally, geographically or demographically segmented?
o How could you benefit from using demographic
segmentation to deal with your users or clients?
o At the same time, ask ‘are we using various strategies in all
segments to manage customers and end-users to the best
effect?’
•
How do you keep in contact with your stakeholders? What
other methods could you employ that would be more
accurate, faster, and delight these groupings?
•
How do you proactively manage the relationship with your
stakeholders? How can you develop the connection from their
current ‘emotional’ attachment to you to more mature ones,
where they become an advocate for your organisation?
•
Where are you most at risk from losing or displeasing your
key stakeholders? What causes this potential displeasure,
and what action ensures that this is prevented, or at least
minimised?
•
Do you know how much it costs to service your stakeholders?
How do you measure the value you create for them? Is this
economical?
•
How do you track your relationship with your stakeholders?
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

What events or incidents are trackable to warn you of their
dissatisfaction if the connection is at risk?
How long does it take to convert interest in your organisation
from being an interested observer to demonstrating absolute
loyalty?
How do you calculate loss when you lose clients and end-users
who migrate to other suppliers or stop using you or being a
member or investor of your organisation?
What are the warning signs that your staff members,
volunteers or donors are migrating their interest, loyalty and
efforts elsewhere?
Precisely, why do interested parties as stakeholders move on or
stop being part of your endeavour or stop using your services?
Where is the breakdown in the emotional relationship with
your clients, stakeholders and users? How are you attempting
to redress the balance?
What strategies have you adopted to win back loyal users,
members etc and how does this translate into your marketing
activities and penetration?
What’s the lifetime value of your clients and users etc in each
segment of your business?

As was stated earlier, not everyone speaks with the key
stakeholders, and those staff who are currently not ‘stakeholder
facing’ should be 100% supporting those who are. When
undertaking your research, you may find that your externally
facing processes are highly sophisticated. Still, your internal
processes may not be fit for purpose, perhaps bureaucratic, slow
and delivering below par. You may find that many methods are
outdated and unsuitable for today.
In long-standing organisations, you may also find that internal
processes must be re-engineered entirely to anticipate customer
and regulatory requirements. It is not good to have slow
bureaucratic processes hindering client satisfaction.

Precision in Research – Stakeholder Journey
Map
We can only understand our stakeholders’, donors’ or users’ needs
if we devote time to defining them with precision, which means
looking at things from their point of view.
Let’s start with the requirements. It is best to start with a blank
canvas and avoid making assumptions about their journey as they
progress through your organisation’s processes. Start by defining
precisely what their needs are, rather than what you think they
are.
When a proper mapping exercise is completed, you, as the
supplier, may discover that you don’t have an accurate road map of
the sequence of steps needed to deliver to the satisfaction of the
person or group walking through your organisation. Sometimes,
when you undertake the Mapping exercise, what you think is less
important than what others think.
You might find that what you considered essential to
stakeholders does not matter to them and vice versa.
What do your clients experience when they come in contact
with you?
First, we would want to map how your stakeholders contact or
communicate with you.
•
How do they currently contact you? What is their preference?
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From research in customer
metrics, we know that
unhappy clients or
customers typically share
their poor opinion of a
service provider with eight
to ten others who may also
be recipients of the service.

•

•
•
•

Do they prefer a service centre, digital communications and
portals, an app, a Facebook Group, user portal, donor or
media centre?
Why do they contact you? Is it for positive reasons or to
resolve a problem that they are facing?
How do your key specific stakeholders see you, and what is
their experience?
When externals contact the organisation, make an enquiry
or want information, support or follow-up, what do they
experience? How is that experience manifest? Is this an instant
response, a call centre, webchat, personal contact, a third
party, or via more formal means through the traditional point
of contact receptions and welcome centres or media offices?

Find out now what is it like to receive the services you provide.
Does this experience leave stakeholders wanting to interact with
you again? What emotions does this contact generate? What do
clients and customers think?
If you want to know precisely how your key externals feel about
you, external journeying or experience mapping is a powerful tool.
It’s a great technique to help you improve external and internal
service providers and resolve recurring customer complaints issues
that impact effectiveness. Before we go through that three-stage
process, let’s talk first about stakeholder requirements and see if
we can get some swift quick wins.

Requirements of Stakeholders
What are the requirements? It depends on whether you provide
products or services. With products, you must ensure they meet the
physical needs and are fit for purpose. If you do have a product
problem, investigate quality management tools and solve it. Let’s
look at the more service-oriented requirements.

Information
Has specific information or data between the stakeholder and your
business been accurately relayed or communicated?
•
Regarding this information, is there a precise match between
your perception of what customers need, what they want, and
what is important to them?
•
Is data recorded and protected to meet commercial or
statutory standards such as the FCA and generally GDPR?

Decisions
How about the quality, accuracy and robustness of critical decisions
in your supply chain? Who are the decision-makers?
•
How are decisions made about delivering to external needs?
•
Do your externals need to be consulted and involved formally
in the decision-making process?
•
How robust is your decision-making process, and does it reflect
the values of how you do want to transact business?
•
Could the process be more straightforward, accessible and
quicker, and decisions be directed to the first point of contact?
•
Have you designed the process to be user-friendly and geared
to reduce bureaucracy and unnecessary multiple lines of
approval or authority to support the client?

Standards
•
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Are standards reasonable, end-user, and stakeholder focused
and shared amongst all staff involved in the process?
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•

•

Now, how about timing? What is the total cycle time from
initial contact with the organisation and delivery of whatever
you provide?
Could that be shorter, more efficient? It is best to share these
viewpoints across the organisation to ensure that all functions
are delivering coherently.

External Experience Mapping
Now let’s engage in the journey or experience mapping with which
key people and groups engage when encountering and working
with your organisation. Using the questions posed above, you
should have a good idea of the stakeholder experience and have
mapped and documented this.

Not everyone speaks with
the key stakeholders,
and those staff who are
currently not ‘stakeholder
facing’ should be 100%
supporting those who are.

Step 1 – Objectives
Define your objectives and focus on what you want to achieve
before you start. Concentrate on that specific part of your
stakeholders’ experience or problem. If necessary, you can expand
your scope later. Define the fundamental difficulties and scope
them out to ensure you have captured the real issues. As you get
deeper into your analysis, you will stay more focused on what you
are trying to achieve and not be pulled away to other areas. Focus
on the core problem and opportunities for improvement and avoid
distraction.

Step 2 – Key Steps
Outline and list the critical steps of your stakeholders’ experience
with the issues you are trying to resolve. You may want to use a
simple means of doing this using ‘Post-it notes’ and construct a
simple process map. You may want to compare this with any notes
on the customer experience record.
It’s essential to consider it from your stakeholders’ perspective,
not yours.
If you’re looking at the whole stakeholder experience, these
stages will describe the total lifecycle of their experiences with your
organisation, rather than your perception of it.

Step 3 – Touch Points
Identify stakeholder ‘touchpoints’ or ‘moments of truth’. These
indicate where the stakeholder comes in contact with the
organisation and their personal experience from these touchpoints.
These can be positive moments of truth which are ‘magical’ and
beneficial and hold the organisation in a good light, or ‘moments
of misery,’ which are harmful and lead to dissatisfaction. Now it’s
time to map the actual experiences.
From here, you must develop a list of actions to improve service
delivery to core Stakeholders. This may require you to rethink
process mapping, how you deliver to your client, and how you
interact as an organisation.

Summary
This article set out to support you to engage more meaningfully
with clients, customers, external agencies, stakeholders, donors and
service users. Much of this work is based on research in customer
relationships and PR in commercial organisations. Researching with
external relations and critical stakeholder groups, demonstrates a
superior level of engagement and indicates the mature bond you
want to form with them.
There is much research that can be used to best effect in any
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organisation. We outlined the importance of working with all
stakeholders, from customers, donors, regulators, service users, and
community groups. Allocate them to the stakeholder map, where
you can identify just how important they are to you, using the two
dimensions of interest and power.
We built on that work looking at the internal linkages –
supporting the view that we need to be just as committed
internally to develop superior relations with our staff and the
various functions that support the work. We encourage a mindset
of curiosity and taking a good look in the mirror at the services
delivered by your organisation and the reputation risk of failing to
deal with issues that are blocking effectiveness.
In particular, we focus on avoiding the generation of negative
emotions resolving issues, promoting good and positive
relationships with core stakeholders, and posing some in-depth
questions on the way. But this only happens when you analyse
these relationships, which is critical to moving forward in difficult
times.
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Reviewing and
Re-purposing
Excellence and
Innovation
Professor Colin Coulson-Thomas.

F

ollowing various extreme weather events, world
leaders will attend the 2021 UN Climate Change
Conference or COP 26 being held in Glasgow under
the presidency of the UK. With a decreasing window of
opportunity to decarbonise and reduce global warming, urgent
action and innovation become ever more important (IPCC,
2021). Operations that many practitioners may have spent
much of their lives trying to improve, might now need to be
discontinued. Outputs and areas of growth they have sought
to increase might have to be scaled back and stopped. Priorities
and values have changed. People have become more aware of
the impacts of human activity upon the planet’s eco-systems,
other species and all our futures.
Recent business practices and contemporary lifestyles have
degraded the environment, reduced biodiversity and destabilised
ecosystems (Dasgupta, 2021). Many enterprises and products once
celebrated as excellent and people revered for striving to improve
them, are now viewed differently. The blind pursuit of growth
and wilful ignoring of externalities is increasingly unacceptable.
Whether through human naivety, ignorance, selfishness or greed,
natural capital has been over-exploited in relation to the needs
of future generations and global warming has increased. Climate
change is now widespread, rapid and intensifying (IPCC, 2021).
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Recent business practices and
contemporary lifestyles have
degraded the environment,
reduced biodiversity and
destabilised ecosystems.

Awareness of consequences is growing.
More boards may face pressures from
environmental, social and governance (ESG)
investors and other stakeholders to review
corporate purposes, priorities and activities, and
refocus on relevance, reduction, speeding up and
changing direction. Following a landmark ruling
against Shell, more concerned parties may resort to
the courts. Attention may need to switch to practical
problem solving, embracing externalities, running down historic
activities and ramping up less resource intensive ones. Transition
and transformation, and replacing complexity with simplicity
create opportunities for practitioners. Forgoing some advanced
technologies reduces demand for rare earth minerals. Whether
something is appropriate, responsible and sustainable may be
more important than whether it is possible and profitable.

Recognising Responsibility and Addressing
Consequences
Many corporate leaders and decision-makers bear a heavy
responsibility for the damage that has been done. The life
chances of future generations may further diminish unless they
act. Directors of companies engaged in harmful activities face a
stark choice. They could continue as before, cut and run to get
out before the hard work of transition begins, or they could rise
to the challenge and act responsibly, and in the best long-term
interests of a company and its stakeholders. Delay could lead
to censure, higher claims for damages and escalating crawl out
costs. Lord Stern (2019) believes the pursuit of a zero-carbon
economy will generate strong and inclusive growth that can
result in a more acceptable climate, and assist the delivery of
the United Nations (2015) Sustainable Development Goals (UN
SDGs).
Discontinuing activities and shutting down operations upon
which many people depend are challenging. Specialist expertise
in this area is likely to be in great demand. Existing contractual
commitments might have to be re-negotiated and/or responsibly
navigated. The value of corporate and stranded assets associated
with environmental damage and/or global warming may quickly
collapse. While the benefits of closure might ultimately benefit
many people around the world, immediate and dramatic hits
may be felt by communities that are dependent upon a local
mine, factory or refinery.
Responsible boards should take steps to help customers,
suppliers, employees, regulators and local communities to
adjust. This may involve working with them to identify and
develop alternatives and innovation in areas ranging from
recycling to reinvention. Directors accustomed to trying to
ensure the proceeds of growth and surpluses are fairly shared
between a company and its stakeholders, may now face
the challenge of equitably allocating losses and the costs of
decommissioning and/or transitioning to different situations.
There is likely to be a growing requirement for those who can
assist with transformation.
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Supporting Responsible Decision Making
Recognised professional bodies have a duty to protect the
public. Yet board decisions and corporate strategies are often
based upon advice, accounts, and measures of profitability and
performance that do not reflect externalities (Coulson-Thomas,
2019). The first bodies that would later join to form the Institute
of Management Services were created in the 1940s. The focus
of output per unit of scarce resource was upon work study and
labour productivity. Does the emphasis now need to shift to
output per unit of rare earth minerals or other forms of finite
or scarce natural capital, and across life-cycles that embrace
activities such as recovery and re-use and the circular economy
rather than discrete production activities?
Should excellence of collaboration and relationships now be
the focus? Have reducing inputs, de-scoping and simplification
become more important than what today might seem the overengineering and over-elaboration of outputs? Directors and
their advisers need to know when and how to question and
challenge information and reports, where scepticism is justified
and if a lack of rigour, vested interests or lazy and out-dated
approaches are suspected.
Harm caused by misleading information is compounded when
decision-makers naively or unthinkingly rely upon it, assuming
that what has traditionally been described as a ‘true and fair
view’ is going to be in the best interests of those affected.
Responsible leaders take steps to ensure that information and
advice they receive reflect externalities, consequences and
implications, as well as their concerns and priorities. That which
is misleading, could prove harmful or might result in collateral
damage should be avoided.
Assessments and measures should take account of
externalities, whether of an existing activity or a proposed
innovation. The initial advantages of suggested changes are
sometimes identified and stressed before account is taken of
their longer-term consequences. Exercising responsible caution
is not about preventing innovation, but endeavouring to ensure
that it is beneficial and sustainable. As possibilities are explored
and new arenas of opportunity open up, calls may arise for
standards and regulation. The case may need to be put for these
not to inhibit the diversity required for further development and
innovation.
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Rethinking Innovation Priorities
There are many opportunities for innovation and a diversity
of options and alternative scenarios in a variety of sectors that
might be viable. Given changing stakeholder aspirations and
priorities, should more boards re-think and re-align corporate
purpose, strategy and culture? Should they be focused on
UN SDGs and reducing greenhouse gas emissions? Directors
have a duty to have regard for the longer-term and to take
the interests of stakeholders into account during decisionmaking. Could a corporate purpose be to produce practical
solutions to challenges facing people and the planet that are
beneficial, profitable and responsible when their externalities,
consequences and implications are taken into account (Mayer,
2018)?
While boards might worry about corporate capability to
adapt, delays can increase the difficulty and cost of adjustment.
During the COVID pandemic, many people have been flexible
and resilient in the face of required and/or imposed changes.
Faced with enforced lockdowns, they quickly changed where,
when, with whom and how they worked, learned, shopped and
occupied their time. They altered various aspects of their lives,
despite differing situations, circumstances and means. Certain
people found it easier to adjust than others, but individuals
often seemed better able to cope than some organisations.
Priorities, ambitions and aspirations were reviewed and/or
changed.
Some directors and advisers may wish to return quickly to prepandemic activities and plans. Others might prefer to take stock
of what has changed and what new possibilities have emerged,
question whether a reset is required, and reflect on what needs
to be done to tackle shared challenges such as climate change.
With new imperatives, different games might need to be
invented and played. Perhaps the focus should be upon radical
change, innovation and re-invention, to create a more inclusive
and sustainable future.

Assessments and
measures should take
account of externalities,
whether of an existing
activity or a proposed
innovation.

Democratising Innovation
If certain challenges are to be addressed, should more people
be involved with innovation, whether as a catalyst or adopter?
Could it be democratised as more people released from previous
roles re-think what they should do and how they should operate
in the light of changing requirements and priorities and new
possibilities? Could activities be simplified or shared to involve
more people or better support alternative lifestyles? Would
personalisation, more variety and greater diversity stimulate
creativity and spur further innovation?
Directors should encourage questioning, challenge and
the development of alternatives. Rather than impose
standardisation, they might encourage parallel developments
to create multiple options and widen choice. Should corporate
or central services be more engaged with creative spirits and
more supportive of them? Could head office personnel seen as
a cost become business partners and creators of new income
streams? Where damaging existing activities have to cease,
should key stakeholders be engaged and involved in corporate
re-purposing, and the prioritisation of innovation proposals?
Given diminishing time to address global warming, past
assumptions about the proportion of new products that succeed
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and the number of innovations that are adopted may need
to be questioned. When existing options cease to exist, or are
required to be replaced, and the alternative is to go without,
people may be more ready to try something different. Younger
people in generation Z and those concerned with environmental
issues and climate change, might be more willing to become
early adopters and to pay a premium for an option they perceive
as more environmentally and socially responsible.

Recognising Relevant Opportunities
Engineers who are practical problem solvers should be in great
demand. We need to quickly scale up activities such as carbon
capture, catching or reflecting sunlight, finding replacements
for fossil fuels and widening access to technologies such as
3D printing. Some may be deterred by concerns over whether
existing capabilities are relevant to innovation in such areas.
Others might be emboldened by the realisation that, given the
scale and speed of adoption and change required, areas for
exploration may be new for most players involved.
As fewer people are engaged in the manufacturing of physical
products, due to further automation and the phasing out and/
or closing down of activities that damage the environment
and contribute to climate change, lifestyle companies, trades
people, entrepreneurs and enterprising individuals may face
a bonanza. If human mobility remains at a lower level, online
working, learning and shopping practices continue or grow,
and healthier, simpler and more sustainable lifestyles are more
widely embraced, properties and support facilities may need to
be re-purposed and re-modelled.
Future growth may be less environmentally damaging if it is
focused more on learning, leisure and self-actualisation, and
personally fulfilling activities such as becoming more selfsufficient, or learning a craft or to play a musical instrument.
Many more people may require a personal trainer and/or
tutoring support. Changing diets and lifestyles could trigger an
agribusiness revolution based on innovations in food production
and the avoidance of waste. More people may become less
concerned with little used external trappings that require scarce
natural capital to produce and seek to live in harmony with
nature’s ecosystems.

Handling the Consequences of Innovation
Joseph Schumpeter (1942) characterised innovation as creative
destruction. In some arenas in the current context this could be
regarded as more desirable and necessary than ever. With global
warming, as with healthcare, prevention can be less painful
and disruptive than cure. Transition and transformation can be
challenging, but also exhilarating. Boards need the courage to
initiate and inspire rather than watch and wait. People who seek
to milk every last drop of profit from a damaging activity while
they still can and before a law or regulation enforces change,
may be reviled by future generations.
Those who are pro-active and act responsibly might be
surprised by the support they receive. When change or transition
seems inevitable, those most likely to be directly and adversely
affected may appreciate being treated with respect, and given
an honest account of realities and consequences. Rather than
being surprised by events, many stakeholders prefer fair and
honest reporting of damaging activities that need to be phased
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out. Uncertainty can be more debilitating than knowledge that
a local plant or mine has to be closed and of the reason why.
Coming clean might improve a reputation where concealment
and deceit would destroy it.
Certain challenges cannot be addressed in the time available
without innovation. The sooner nettles are grasped the better.
Necessity can be the mother of invention. Providing strategic
direction should be a caring, responsible and thinking activity.
Most of the doing will be undertaken by those whom directors
inspire and support. People like to feel that what they do is
worthwhile. They may be prepared to endure some hardship
if they believe in a cause. Innovation for a desirable and
sustainable purpose may release them from involvement in a
harmful activity. They might derive satisfaction from knowing
their activities are socially and environmentally responsible.

Encouraging Creativity and Responsible
Innovation
Many younger people seem particularly alert to the urgency
and scale of the shared ecosystem, environmental and climate
change challenges facing communities and societies across the
globe. They may welcome engagement and be open to creative
and responsible solutions, and adopting less damaging lifestyles
and practices. Those who have invested more in activities and
patterns of consumption that now need to be changed, may
take a different view and become vested interests, protective of
existing positions and resistant to change.
As evidence mounts of the costs of further delay, more people
may accept the case for innovation, rapid reversal or moving
in new directions and radical change. What should directors
and their advisers do to accelerate innovation, transition and
transformation, and bring forward critical and existential
decisions? How might their curiosity and a willingness to
challenge, question and explore alternatives be more widely
shared? How should business partners and stakeholders be
involved in repurposing and reinvention? Might they welcome
an opportunity to contribute and shape their futures and those
of their families?
Business leaders and boards face critical decisions and
existential choices (Coulson-Thomas, 2021). Practitioners should
think about the information, tools and other support they
require. Involvement in addressing shared challenges can speed
up implementation. People are often more willing to adopt,
advocate and promote what they have influenced or played
a part in creating. Sharing related opportunities can increase
the chance of receiving support. Opening up, collaboration
and innovation might limit certain worse case scenarios. The
adaptability, flexibility and resilience demonstrated during the
pandemic suggests now may be a good time for boards and
their advisers to be courageous and bold.
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Why Don’t YOU
Join the IMS
With the advent of life
membership we are attracting
new members. There are still
people who are engaged in
management services who are
not members and we would like
them to join the Institute.
We can use our ‘direct entry’
route to fast track this and
information is available from
IMS HQ.
We very much hope that our
existing members will make
potential members aware of
this option.
•

Actively promoting the IMS in your place of
work

•

•

•

Encourage colleagues at work as well as
professional and social contacts to join
the Institute

Remind potential members of the benefits
of IMS membership, eg education system,
regional structure, recognised professional
qualification

•

Refer potential new members to the Journal
as an example of what the IMS is about

Up to the minute information via the IMS
Journal and website professional support

•

Undertaking contract/consultancy work

What Next?
Contact the IMS for an application form
W: 	www.ims-productivity.com
E: 	admin@ims-productivity.com
T: 	01543 308605
* 	Lichfield Business Village, Staffordshire University Centre,
Friary Way, Lichfield, Staffs WS13 6QG

